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PHIT AMERICA - TENNIS IN SCHOOLS PROGRAM 

 

INTRODUCTION TO THE PLAY TENNIS PROGRAM 

The PHIT AMERICA Tennis in Schools Program is for Physical Education Teachers, their 
Assistants, as well as Tennis Pros and Parents collaborating with them. 

• The program is based on PLAY TENNIS, an adaptation of tennis fundamentals that 
contemplates the variety of skill levels, playing areas, equipment available and safety 
required when teaching movement in school. 

• The program includes Six Fundamental Lessons to guide Elementary School students 
through the progressions of all tennis strokes within an intuitive, game-focused approach.  

• The design of the Lesson Plan is based on the successful teaching of PLAY TENNIS 
in schools around the world for over 40 years in countries such as the United States, 
Germany, England, Scotland, Sweden, Norway, France, Spain, Italy, Argentina and Mexico.  
 

KEY PROGRAM GOALS 

• To develop the students’ General Athletic Skills through PLAY TENNIS in a school 
setting 

• To invite students to master Basic Tennis Skills so they choose to practice on their own 

• To provide a process that allows students to understand how to play creatively with few 
resources 

• To prepare the students to choose After School Tennis as a path to playing Tennis for life 

 

PROGRAM FUNDAMENTALS 

• PLAY TENNIS curriculum for Elementary School  students (Six Fundamental 
Lessons) 

• Program Level: Elementary Schools  

• Ideal size class: Minimum 4 students – Maximum 24 students 

• Taught by PE Teachers, Teachers, Parents and Tennis Pros 

• Estimated Lesson Duration: 40 minutes 

• Environment: Tennis court, Gym or any suitable space where a tennis ball can rebound and 
accommodates the number of students in the class 

• Pathway: Micro-tasking (small bites of information, progressions, short activities), 
Gamification (engaging games, easy scoring), Mentoring (short, clear and practical 
information, positive challenges, encouragement) and Rewards (prizes for engagement and 
achievement). 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

 

CORE CONCEPTS  

• The PHIT AMERICA Tennis in Schools Program is a pathway to teach General Athletic 
Skills through PLAY TENNIS and engage Elementary School students. 

• PLAY TENNIS generates a field of possibilities for the students. The bouncing ball is the 
key stimulus.  

• PLAY TENNIS challenges the students to focus on controlling the ball, as well as 
aligning the perceptual, creative and physical solutions 

• PLAY TENNIS is a progression from tapping a ball to sustaining a rally and playing 
points 
 

• The PE Teacher motivates and organizes self-directed activities by the students, 
focusing on engagement, safety and performance success rather than teaching 
technique 

• The Program uses a variety of proposals to trigger students’ interest in playing, ranging 
from Exploratory games, Systematic tasks and Instant Competition 

• The Program facilitates creative adaptations to different skills level, available space, 
instruments and lesson duration. It allows the PE Teacher to do more with less in an 
affordable and scalable way.  
 

• The Lesson Plan aims to promote relationships between students so they can 
continue playing on their own after hours to expand their skills 

• The Lesson Plan focuses on physical activity through five interconnected phases: High-
energy warm-up, Individual Exploration, Cooperation in Pairs and Group Engagement 
and Instant Competition 

• The PE Teacher can choose from a variety of games to adapt the Lesson Plan to the 
reality and conditions of his teaching environment, as well as the skills of the students. 

 

  

Mini-Tennis

General Athletic Skills

Pathway to Tennis
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KEY OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM 

 

1. Educational: 

a. Provide students with the basic skills to play another game well, enjoying its 
technical, tactical and emotional benefits.  

• Every student can have the opportunity to explore each of these areas: adaptation to 
the physical environment, socialization activities and creative expression.  

• Teachers can address these areas from a perspective of initiation-orientation and 
before any specialization.  

• This allows students to identify their preferences and their performance 
requirements, having the power to choose between leisure activities and competitive 
sports. 

b. Provide PE Teachers the basic knowledge to assist students in the development 
of general tennis skills, including: 

▪ Perception and Analysis of the situation: 

▪ Perceptual anticipation and Experience anticipation 

▪ Mental solution of the situation: 

▪ Plan the appropriate response 

▪ Emergency response or reflex 

▪ Physical solution of the situation: 

▪ Adaptation of the strokes to the execution 

▪ Automatization of basic stroke patterns  

▪ Exploration of versatile responses 

c. The PE Teacher organizes the lesson according the following teaching principles: 

• The principle of clarity, which shows tennis strokes as a synchronized process. 

• The principle of knowledge, by which tennis is understandable and enjoyable for 
the students. 

• The principle of adaptation to development, which takes into account the age, 
developmental stage and knowledge of the students. 

• The principle of individualization, which takes into account individual capacities 
and needs, and that requires adequate differentiations. 

• The principle of systematization, with progressions "from easy to difficult," "from 
the known to the unknown, and “from partial to unity." 

• The principle of stability, which helps consolidate what students learn. 
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2. Pedagogical: 

a. Economy of Information: The information delivered by the PE Teacher is mostly visual, 
direct, easy, and precise .Instructions are kept to a minimum, allowing the PE Teacher to 
supervise, safely organize and encourage students through the lesson.  

b. Engagement through Play: The “spirit of play” governs all activities. The tennis ball is 
the most important stimulus to engage in the task. The task is presented as a challenge 
to engage the students immediately. Technique is secondary and in service of 
controlling the ball. 

c. Cooperating to Learn: Students self-feed balls, then collaborate in pairs and teams, 
and focus on the key aspects of stroke development: perceiving the ball, responding to 
trajectory and bounces, focusing on the contact point and controlling the stroke with a 
fluid motion in search of precision. 

d. Cooperative vs. Competitive Activities and Rotations: 

• Cooperative activities: students focus on building a desired skill. Students rotate 
after a certain amount of time or until they reach a certain amount of repetitions. 

• Competitive activities: students focus on practicing skills in a game environment. 
Students rotate when one player wins a certain amount of points or after a set 
amount of points with all players keeping track of points until a specified amount.  

Examples of triggers for rotations: 

• Players play for a set amount of time (e.g., 2 minutes and then rotate).  

• Players play until a player on court achieves a requisite amount of points (e.g., 
first player to win 4 points triggers rotation).  

• Players play for set number of points and have an automatic rotation (e.g., play 3 
points and rotate). 

 

3. Methodological:  

• Focus: The program focuses on progressing from Individual to Collaborative tasks with as 
much movement-in-the-playing-area as possible, at low-cost, and transitioning from Pre-
Tennis to PLAY TENNIS and Instant Competition.  

• Learning Pathway: Micro-tasking, Gamification, Mentoring and Rewards. 

• Learning Phases: 

• Pre-Tennis: approach to the tennis strokes’ biomechanics and their practice. 
Explore basic structure of the strokes. Games to develop bi-lateral coordination. 

• PLAY TENNIS: graduated-length progressions, from simple to complex. “The volley 
is the mother of all strokes” (point of contact reference to develop strokes). 
Exploration of strokes in play situation. Games to explore tactical skills, including the 
three core dimensions: high/low, far/near and right/left – as well as development of 
control, direction, depth, spin and speed.  

• Instant Competition: shift from cooperation to opposition. Simplification of all 
playing elements. Games to use tactical skills and understand scoring.  
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4. Sport Development: 

• The core goal is to motivate students to play tennis beyond the six lessons provided.  

• The aspirational goal is that students play in-between lessons at the park or street, and that 
after the program they choose to continue and/or join an After School Tennis program. 

• The program encourages students to create their own courts in any viable surface and over 
any type of obstacles at net-height to replicate the games they learned at school and 
consolidate their skills.  

• The program facilitates the integration of students into the After-School Tennis Program and 
encourages their participation in USTA Programs 

 

 PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 

• Outdoor Space: Patio, Yard, Tennis Court, Basketball Court, Parking lot 

• Indoor Space: School Gym, Basketball/Volleyball court, Salon, Parking garage 

• Teaching Materials: Racquets, paddles, foam balls, low-pressure balls, balloons, paper 
balls, tissue paper, light scarfs, rebounders, mattresses, Billie Jean King Eye Coach (BJK 
Eye Coach) stations, bicycles, boxes, cones, soccer goals, benches, etc. 

 

KEY PROGRAM OBJECTIVES SUMMARY 

  

Educational

•Basic skills to play 
tennis

•Basic knowledge 
to develop:

•Perception and 
Analysis

•Mental solutions

•Physical solutions

•Lesson 
organization 
principles:

•Clarity

•Understanding

•Adaptation

• Individualization

•Systematization

•Consolidation

Pedagogical

•Economy of 
Information 

•Engagement 
through Play

•Cooperating to 
Learn

•Cooperative vs. 
Competitive 
Activities

Methodological

•Focus: Pathway to 
tennis

•Learning Pathway: 
Micro-tasking, 
Gamification, 
Mentoring and 
Rewards.

•Learning Phases:

•Pre-Tennis

•Mini-Tennis 

• Instant Competition 

Sport Development

•Motivate to play 
tennis

•After school play

•Creative play, 
anywhere

•Facilitate access to 
USTA Programs
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KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LESSON PLAN 

• The program includes a detailed Lesson Plan for 6 (six) stages of teaching, adaptable 
and expandable with combinatory possibilities, in case the school wants to extend the 
teaching sessions. The planned duration of each lesson is 40 minutes. 

• The Lesson Plan facilitates gradual engagement: the PE Teacher can warm-up the 
students prior to doing technical work by allowing them to discharge tension with a variety of 
specific games. Throughout the lessons, the games build on each other to facilitate the 
development of adapted tennis strokes that allow them to rally and play points. 

• The PE Teacher can choose from a variety of games to adapt the Lesson Plan to the 
reality and conditions of his teaching environment, as well as the skills of the students. 

 

 

THE LEARNING PATH 

 

The Lesson Plan’s Learning Path involves: 

Micro-tasking Gamification Mentoring Rewards 

Progressions 
Short tasks 
Stacked-up activities 
Stations and Rotations 

Games 
Challenges 
Self-regulation 
Collaboration 

Field of Possibilities 
Enthusiasm (You can) 
Engagement 
Focus on Action/Doing 

Focus on merit/activity 
Intrinsic rewards 
Shared celebrations 
Students can decide 

 

 

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT 

The Lesson Plan covers the following Skills Development Factors: 

Actions Combinations Technique Socialization Trajectory 

Elements Laterality 
Bounce 
Rebound 
Throw 
Stroke 

Hand 
Paddle 
Racquet 

Right Hand 
Left Hand 
Alternate 

Volleys 
Forehand 
Backhand 
Service 
Smash 

Individual 
Doubles 
Team 
Group 

Free Space 
Over lines 
Obstacles 
Over the Net 

  

6 Lessons 

x 40' each 

Progressions

Adaptability

Games and 
Challenges
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EQUIPMENT INVENTORY LIST 

 

Equipment Use Commercially Available Homemade 

Generic Playing – Hitting  Racquets (26 inches long) 
Low-pressure Balls 
Foam Balls 
Used Tennis Balls 
Sticks (taped ends) 

Wooden and Cardboard 
Paddles 
Double-sided glove with 
paddles 
 

USTA Playing - Hitting Red tennis balls (75% slower) 
Orange tennis balls (50% slower) 
Green tennis balls (25% slower) 
Yellow tennis balls (Regular speed) 
Racquets 25” or 26” length  

 

Hand-Eye Coordination Balloons 
Kleenex – Tissue Paper 
Beach Balls 
Plastic Balls  
Bean bags 

Light Scarves or Cloth 
Large Paper Balls wrapped 
with tape  
Light Plastic Bags 
 

Repetitive Practice BJK Eye Coach 
Rebounders 
Walls 
Wired fence (tensed wire) 

Mattresses or Mats 
Mesh Rebounders 

Net – Obstacles Tennis Net (3.5 ft.) 
Small Tennis Net (2 ft.) 
Benches 
Chairs 
High Plastic Cones 

Upside-down Bikes 
String - Rope 
Ribbon 
Ladders 
Poles 
Tall and Wide Boxes 

Play Area Limits (Floor) Chalk 
Duct tape 
Wide Electrical tape 
Low Cones 
Flat Rope  
Throw down lines  

Colored string 
Flat plastic lids 

Targets (Floor) Chalk 
Low Cones 
Neoprene Circles 
Plastic Circles  

Coasters 
Cardboard 

Targets (Wall – Fence )  Chalk 
Basketball hoops 
Gym Mats 

Newspapers 
Magazines 
Hand-drawn Targets 

Adhesives – Ties  Duct tape 
Electrical tape 
Strong Scotch Tape 
Museum putty  
Push-pins  

Cable 
Flexible metal 
Plastic ties  
String  
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EQUIPMENT ADAPTATIONS 

The Lesson Plan is adaptable to a variety of replacements for missing equipment: 

Missing Equipment Suggested Solutions Benefits of Adaptations 

No balls or Few balls Balloons - Bean bags  
Bouncing foam or plastic balls 
Tape paper balls or whiff balls 
Medium plastic balls  

Play with the hands 
Sharing resources 
Collaboration 
Promote Creativity (crafting) 

No racquets or Few 
racquets 

Relays sharing one racquet 
Sawing an old racquet and taping 
the grip 
Make a wooden paddle 
Make a glued cardboard paddle 
Make a glove with two-sided 
wooden paddles 

Use hands for ball tapping 
Running Efficiency and Speed 
Group collaboration 
Creativity (Internet Instructions) 

No nets or Few nets Floor areas (dead zones) 
Cones or Hoops or Taped areas 
Strings or ribbon or plastic tape 
Obstacles with height 
Benches or chairs 
Upside-down bicycles  

Use ground distance to promote 
hitting up (lobbing) 
Emphasize the arc of the ball 
over the obstacle 

Undefined playing area Taped or safely marked areas 
Flat cardboard or magazines 
Cones or hoops 
Chalked lines 

Students can design their own 
playing spaces and mark them 
Promote creativity to play 
wherever a ball can bounce 

 

HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN PLAYING INSTRUMENTS 

 

The following suggestions might help solve the lack of playing instruments and stimulate the 
students’ creativity and collaboration: 

PADDLES: 

• Sandwich a thick glove between two plywood or thick cardboard planks [use Gorilla Glue or 
Superglue]. Size variations: (L 8.00 to 12.00) x (W 5.00 to 8.00) x (H 2.00 to 3.00 Inches): 
Examples: Two-sided paddle glove and Two-sided neoprene glove 

• Make a cardboard paddle 

RACQUETS (from 23 to 27 inches in length): 

• Saw down the shaft of an old wooden tennis racquet and use duct tape for the grip 

• Make a homemade racquet or make a cardboard tennis racquet 

BALLS: 

• Use old, deflated tennis balls or cover a whiffle ball (or pickleball) with duct tape 

• Make a homemade bouncy ball by mixing ingredients 

• Use a folded and taped sock 

  

https://odditymall.com/double-sided-ping-pong-paddle-glove
https://www.walmart.com/ip/Hit-Mit-All-Weather-Waterproof-Paddle-Ball-Glove-Set-2-paddles-2-balls-and-1-mesh-bag-for-easy-transport/44800230
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6I2Xhf4-5I&t=254s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ItPTkOe1Uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_mlSEm4QLs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KdtpqOZMbII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWlIHytJ30E
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PEDAGOGY OF PLAY TENNIS LESSONS 
 

Plan Goals Plan Objectives Plan Framework Tasks Organization 

General Athletic Skills 
Stroke Progressions 
Learn in Collaboration 
Sustain Tennis Rallies 
Practice After School 
Keep Playing Tennis 

Better Perception 
Ball Tracking 
Point of Contact 
Better Anticipation 
Engage in Challenges 
Mental Solutions 
Physical Solutions 
High Energy Output 

Pre-Tennis 
PLAY TENNIS 
Instant Competition 

Individual 
In Pairs 
Teams 
Group 
 

 

The Graduated Learning Method (Progressions) 

Skills Progressions Rally Progressions Tactics Progressions 

Simple to complex 
Static to dynamic  
Easy to difficult  
Close to far  
Slow to fast 

Individual ball control 
Partner ball control 
Team/Group ball control 
Partner rally over obstacles  
Partner rally with increased distance 
Partner rally with active opposition 

Direction (hit to the left or right)  
Depth (hit deep or short)  
Height (hit high or low over the net)  
Spin (impart desired rotation on the ball)  
Speed (hit the ball fast or slow)  

 

ADAPTATION TO PHYSICAL SKILLS 

The Lesson Plan is adaptable to Students’ Current Physical Skill Levels: 

Skill Level Skills Upgrade Instruments Evolution Playing Space 

Low Skill Bounce 
Rebound 
Throw 
Stroke 
Ball Control 

Hand 
Wooden paddle 
Small Racquet 
Balloons 
Slow ball 
BJK Eye Coach 

Pre-Tennis to 
PLAY TENNIS 

Patio (open area) 
Multi-sport area 
Gym 
Creative areas 

Medium Skill Ball Control 
Direction 
Height 
Anticipation 

Wooden Paddle 
Small Racquet 
Slow ball 
BJK Eye Coach 
 

PLAY TENNIS 
to 
Instant 
Competition 

Patio (open area) 
Multi-sport area 
Gym 
Creative areas 

Advanced Skill Ball Control 
Direction 
Height 
Basic Spins 
Tactical Games 

Junior Racquet 
Slow ball 
Tennis ball 
BJK Eye Coach 

PLAY TENNIS 
to 
Instant 
Competition 

Delimited areas 
Creative areas 
Small Court 
Full Tennis Court 
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SAFE ORGANIZATION OF SPACE 

 

• EQUIPMENT: Students should know that rackets are not bats, or hockey sticks with which 
to send away the ball. Always tell them to keep the racket at waist height to avoid dangerous 
swings, or ask them to place their racquets flat on the ground between exercises.  

• PLAYING AREAS: For singles, space out students in areas of approximately 8 x 6 
steps (20 x 15 ft.). For doubles, create a space of 16 x 12 steps (40 x 30 ft.). Mark the 
areas on the ground. Use a variety of obstacles as a net or height limits (2 ft. for a small net 
and 3 ft. for a regular net). Use Game Stations and Rotations for variety and engagement. 

• SELF-DISCIPLINE: Keep an eye on stragglers. No horseplay or stepping into other players’ 
areas. Self-discipline is essential. Emphasize control and precision. If students are 
hyperactive, limit their playing area with cones, targets, obstacles or strings.  

 

 

EXAMPLE OF SAFE SPACE DISTRIBUTION ON A TENNIS COURT (Large Group): 

• Tennis Court Length: 132 ft. / 6 people = approx. 22 ft. = 8 STEPS of safety area per child 

• Tennis Court Width: 66 ft. / 4 people = approx. 16 ft. = 6 STEPS safety area per child  

• Small court for singles (2 players) = 8 x 6 steps approximately 

• Small court for doubles (4 players) = 16 x 12 steps approximately 
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HOW TO USE GAME STATION ROTATIONS (Large Group Example): 

• Create safe space between each station of approximately 8 x 6 steps (20 x 15 ft.) 

• Ensure that each station has the required equipment.  

• Number each game station location and allocate a time limit (duration) for each activity 

• Multiply the total number of stations by the duration of each activity. Add 30” to 45” per 
station change. Example: 5 Game Stations x 4’ each = 20’ (plus 5’ for organization) = 25’  

• Walk around and make only essential technical corrections, encouraging continuity, 
engagement and celebrating achievements.  

 

EXAMPLE OF GAME STATION ROTATIONS IN A SCHOOL GYM (PLAY TENNIS): 

STATION - GAMES SKILL PLAYERS LOCATION TIME 

SECTOR ONE     

1 – Rally over a bicycle Control 2 Corner 4’ 

2 – Practice with BJK Eye Coach Focus 4 Center 4’ 

3 – Rally over/under a frame Control 2 Corner 4’ 

4 – Forehands into the hoop Height 2 Hoop 4’ 

5 – Rally over an obstacle (bench/box) Control 2 Corner 4’ 

TOTAL PLAYERS  12 TOTAL TIME 20’ 

SECTOR TWO     

6 – Rally over cones Control 2 Center 4’ 

7 – Rally hitting two floor targets Control 2 Center 4’ 

8 – Backhands into the hoop  Control 2 Center 4’ 

9 – Aim strokes at basket hoop Control 2 Hoop 4’ 

10 – Hit against a wall target  Control 2 Corner  4’ 

TOTAL PLAYERS  10 TOTAL TIME 20’ 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SIX PLAY TENNIS LESSONS 

 

The overall description of the Six Lessons (color-coded for differentiation) is as follows: 

LESSONS TOPICS OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES 

Lesson 1 
 

HANDS & EYES 
Pre-Tennis 

Visual Focus 
Hand-eye Coordination  
Spatial Orientation 

Individual to Cooperation 
Improve Object Tracking 
Manage Playing Space Area 
Improve Reaction Time 

Lesson 2 
 

FUNDAMENTALS 
Pre-Tennis 
PLAY TENNIS 

Review Visual Focus 
Volleys 
Basic Forehand 
Basic Backhand 

Cooperation with Partner 
Define Point of Contact 
Define Grips 
Basic Ball Control  

Lesson 3 
 

CONTROL FIRST 
PLAY TENNIS 

Volleys 
Forehand 
Backhand 
Skill Challenges 

Cooperation to Opposition 
Improved Ball Control 
Strength Control 
Build Confidence (Service) 
Challenge Core Skills 

Lesson 4 
 

THREE DIMENSIONS 
PLAY TENNIS 
Instant Competition 

Groundstrokes Review 
Skill Challenges 
Mini-Service motion 
Competition Games 

Cooperation and Opposition 
Ball Control and Direction 
Shots Height and Depth 
Mini-Service motion control 
Station Gaming 

Lesson 5 EXPLORATIONS 
PLAY TENNIS 
Instant Competition 

All Strokes Review 
Group Challenges 
Competition Games 
Full Service (optional) 
Scoring Types 

Opposition 
Station Gaming for Points 
Explore Tactical Variations 
Full Service motion control 
Individual/Group Scoring 

Lesson 6 CHALLENGES 
PLAY TENNIS 
Instant Competition 

All Strokes Review 
Space Challenges 
Competition Games 
Tie-Breakers 

Opposition 
Review All Technique (Cues) 
Integrate Tactical Overview 
Learn Tie-Break Scoring 
How to Continue Playing 

 

The Six Fundamental Lessons are described in full detail [here] 

A blank Lesson Plan for handwritten notes is available [here] 
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General Lesson Structure 

Step Organization Focus Duration 

Introduction Lesson Topic Description Goals and Organization 2’ 

Warm-up Group or In Pairs High Energy Group Engagement  5’ 

Activity 1 Individual or In Pairs Skills Coordination or Review 5’ 

Activity 2 In Pairs – Collaboration New Technical Skill 10’ 

Activity 3 In Pairs – Collaboration  Ball Control Games 8’ 

Activity 4 (*) In Pairs or Teams: Competition (Optional)* Creative Challenges 8’ 

Closing Review – Homework  Promote playing after hours 2’ 

  TOTAL 40’ 

 

(*) NOTE: The Activity 4 time block can be a buffer to expand Activity 3 or to include Creative 
Challenges in pairs, teams or for the whole group. This option allows the PE Teacher to adapt the 
Lesson Plan to the specific situation and needs of the students. 

 

Energy Output of the Lesson 

The teacher can manage the energy output of the lesson to match the exercise intensity and 
movement of the students through each of the phases, aiming to generate increasing 
enthusiasm and engagement.  
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MOTIVATING STUDENTS TO ENGAGE IN PLAY TENNIS IN SCHOOL 

 

Create a Lesson Climate of Possibility: 

• Prioritize the students’ exploration of the game with a curious attitude. The guiding premise 
is “Yes, you can.” 

• Create a climate where everyone is accepting of mistakes and failed attempts during the 
learning process. You can use short instructions, visual cues and continuous 
encouragement: “Well done. Keep going,” or “Never mind. Try again.”  

Tennis can help us become Better Thinkers 

• Tennis is strength in motion that requires anticipation and creative solutions. Tennis 
promotes agility and tactical thinking, the opportunity to think two or three strokes ahead in 
milliseconds and make fast decisions on the move. 

• The physical and mental skills tennis provides will help us become Better Thinkers in any 
professional area by being versatile, flexible, creative and adaptable as we can be on the 
tennis court.  

Developing Positive Habits for Success 

• Tennis promotes “fair play” - being respectful of the rules, demonstrating emotional control 
and encouraging others to do their best.  

• Encourage your students to lead by example by managing their emotions when making 
mistakes or feeling disappointed when losing a game. Invite them to call their own lines and 
resolve any disagreement by replaying the point – and to always shake hands at the end of 
the game.  

• Tennis helps develop positive habits and leadership traits such as autonomy, integrity, 
perseverance, focus, accountability, self-discipline, and empathy, which are critical to 
succeed in life. 

Promote Collaboration among Students 

• During the tennis lessons, students can collaborate with each other to develop their basic 
skills, as well as enjoying friendly competition between teams. For example, pair a fast 
learner with a student who can benefit from a steady rally to improve coordination and ball 
control. Switch students often so they get used to collaborating without discrimination.  

• From collaboration, they will shift to passive opposition to active opposition when engaging 
games with scoring.  

Tennis can lead to Self-Improvement 

• To motivate students to enjoy tennis, show you care about their potential and that tennis can 
be a valuable instrument in your students’ life. The value is similar to learning a new 
language, which can help them personally and socially. 

• Many tennis champions used the game as a path of personal and professional 
improvement, reaching levels of mastery that made them famous and a positive influence 
around the world. 
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• The activities they will perform during the tennis lessons will give them the knowledge, skills, 
desire, and confidence to be active and fit for life through a game they can play even when 
they are ninety years old.   

• They will learn how to stay active, how to set goals, and how to move in a variety of ways 
with confidence.  They will also make all kinds of friends and many positive opportunities 
while spending time at a tennis court. 

 

SHARE THE LIFETIME VALUE OF LEARNING TO PLAY TENNIS 

MENTAL and EMOTIONAL: 

• Developing a work ethic: Improvement through lessons or practice reinforces the value of 
hard work.  

• Managing mistakes: Learning to play within your abilities and realizing that managing and 
minimizing mistakes in tennis or life is critical.  

• Managing adversity: Playing tennis enables you to learn to adjust to the elements (e.g. 
weather, a hard match, tiredness) and still be able to compete tenaciously.  

• Learning to solve problems: Since tennis is a sport based on angles, geometry, and 
physics, you learn to anticipate certain scenarios in order to play out a point during a match. 

• Accommodating stress effectively: The physical, mental, and emotional stress of tennis 
will force you to increase your capacity for dealing with stress. It will also help you learn how 
to recover from a stressful situation.  

 

SOCIAL BENEFITS: 

• Develop performance rituals before serving or returning to control your rhythm of play and 
deal with pressure. These skills can transfer to taking exams, conducting a meeting, or 
making an important sales presentation.  

• Learn sportsmanship since tennis teaches you to compete fairly with opponents.  

• Learn to win graciously and lose with honor. Gloating after a win or making excuses 
after a loss doesn’t work in tennis or in life.  

• Learn teamwork since successful doubles play depends on you and your partner’s ability to 
communicate and play as a cohesive unit.  

• Develop social skills through interaction and communication before a match, while 
changing sides of the court and after play.  

• Healthy feelings of enjoyment, competitiveness, and physical challenge are inherent in the 
sport. 

 

Source: USTA.com, Tennis Makes You Happy and Healthy, Study Shows, 2019 - Health 
Benefits of Tennis: Why Play Tennis by Dr. Jack Groppel 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING PLAY TENNIS 

LESSON PLANNING STEPS 

 

EVALUATION 

• If possible, forecast or confirm the number of students in the class. 

• Ensure that the playing area is safe for the number of students attending. 

• Learn their names and use them often through the lesson 

• Print out the Lesson Plan, forecast requirements and envision creative solutions 

SELECTION 

• Adapt the Lesson Plan to the students’ skills, available space and instruments 

• Prepare the Lesson Instruments in advance 

• Describe the Purpose of the day’s Lesson 

• Match the skills to be developed with the exercises and goals for that class 

STRATEGY 

• Organize the students for safety (ensure individual safe space) 

• Anticipate alternatives to organize students 

• Create a procedure to incorporate late students 

CHOICE 

• Which progressions and games might need adaptations 

• What exercises might be changed or excluded if there’s no time 

• How to end the lesson on a high note and excitement to return to the next lesson 

PRACTICE 

• Suggestions to practice on their own or together 

• Challenges to improve skills and enjoy the next lesson 

• Promote what they will learn on the next lesson 

 

 

  

EVALUATION SELECTION STRATEGY CHOICE PRACTICE
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ORGANIZATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LESSON 

 

1. EXPLANATION AND DEMONSTRATION 

• Choose the best position for the demonstration, where everyone can see you 

• You face the sun; the students can see you clearly without squinting  

• Place the students in a semicircle, circle or V-formation 

• Make sure they can see your racquet hand and arm when demonstrating 

• Use simple language and not too many words 

• Ask to see if they really understood 

2. TEACHING SKILLS 

• Show the movement in full and then divide it into parts 

• Make the demonstration simple, stick to the essentials 

• Every activity is a game and a challenge: “Who can…?” 

• During the activities, focus on verbal cues and action triggers (Keywords, Images) 

• Promote an atmosphere of possibility, positivity and encouragement 

• Emphasize “loving the challenge” and daring to try one challenge after another 

• Minimize the importance of the score, focus on progressive improvement 

• Close the lesson with a review, promote the next lesson and challenge the students to 
play on their own, even video recording their skills and posting them online or at a 
dedicated hashtag.  

3. MOTIVATION 

• Be specific and succinct to maximize playing time 

• Make constructive comments as you interact with all students 

• Reinforce the fundamental aspects of the skill 

• Always check if they’ve understood or if they need assistance 

• Use Challenges as Motivation: 
o Who can do this? Who wants to try? What if we aim for…?  
o Take a risk: how many can you do? How about one more? Show me two more! 
o You can do this! Well done, you did it! 
o Let’s do 15 in a row with only 3 mistakes allowed 
o The winner is the one who dares, the score is an opportunity to dare more 

• Modulate your tone of voice 
o Maternal Tone: Used for corrections individual, to give affection, to support a 

particular moment of the child's learning. 
o Neutral Tone: Used almost all the time in the explanations, speaking to the 

group, presenting the task to be done, etc. 
o Parental Tone: Necessary when you have to organize fast, mobilize the group, 

correct concepts of order in the class, etc.  

EXPLAIN TEACH MOTIVATE ORGANIZE
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4. ORGANIZE THE LESSON EFFICIENTLY AND EFFECTIVELY 

Focus on the Key Components of the Learning Path 

• Micro-tasking: the progressions are invitations to try short tasks and challenges (rallies 
of 10 to 20 strokes). 

• Gamification: every task is a short game and students can engage in tasks covering the 
majority of technical and tactical skills. Students are encouraged to self-regulate and 
collaborate for each other’s success in completing the tasks.  

• Mentoring: the PE Teacher infuses enthusiasm and monitors safety, engagement, 
technical details and the timing of the rotations.  

• Rewards: the PE Teacher focuses on intrinsic motivation rather than external rewards. 
Shared celebrations of merit and achievement and showing evidence of progress are 
best. 

Invite students to Self-regulate their Behavior 

• Promote self-responsibility and self-monitoring 

• Promote collaboration in pairs, teams and group games 

• Pair low-skilled students with those who can motivate and help them 

• Students call their own lines and scores 

• Students can design their own playing spaces in certain exercises 

Use Station Rotations (when possible) 

• Place a specified number of students in every station. 

• Show at each station that you want to perform. 

• Begin each station's practice with a simple exercise. 

• Change from station to station with a signal or sound the students can recognize. 

• Allocate a specific time for each station. 

Working with assistants  

• A teacher, parent, tennis pro or adult volunteer can be a PLAY TENNIS Assistant. 
Explain the purpose of PLAY TENNIS 

• A certified tennis pro can be a monitor of PLAY TENNIS and help sell an After Hours 
program 

• To work effectively with Assistants, share the Program Goals, Objectives and Lesson 
Plan. Show how to give instructions effectively in a positive manner 

• Assistants can help students play in smaller groups safely 

• They can help prepare the lesson, organize the instruments and relay instructions faster. 
They can help teachers organize and manage Station Gaming and keep time 

• They can monitor instant competition for safety and fairness 
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CREATIVE ENGAGEMENT DURING LESSONS 

 

In addition to the Warm-up games included in the Six Fundamental Lessons, the following 
suggestions can increase engagement during the lessons. They have been tested and 
implemented in a variety of settings and locations with success.  

DISCHARGE ENERGY BEFORE TECHNICAL DEMONSTRATIONS 

• Description: In preparation for the lesson, it might be helpful to raise the students’ heart 
rate with jogging, warm-up exercises and dancing for a few minutes, followed by games 
designed to allow them to discharge tension and excess energy.  

• Objective: to discharge excessive tension, raise the heart rate, warm-up muscles and 
create a sense of enthusiasm about playing with tennis instruments. 

Examples: 

Warm up by dancing to music: ask students to agree on the creation of a playlist of high-
energy dance music they like (only clean lyrics, no foul or violent language). Invite the students 
to dance to the music at first. After ask them to adapt their dancing to imitating (and shadowing) 
tennis strokes. They can also dance in groups, or all together as one group.  

Shadows (with or without music): Divide the group into pairs. One player can then shadow 
play a rally and their partner must then shadow what they do.  

Shadow Tennis (Imaginary Tennis): ask the students to create safe space around 
themselves, individually. They don’t need a racquet or balls. Show them how they must hit five 
consecutive strokes (forehands and backhands) and finish at an imaginary net position to win 
the point (with a volley or smash). They can pump their fist to themselves when they win. They 
walk back to the “baseline” or their starting point and they repeat the sequence for a total of 7 
points (or a total of 2 tennis games, one serving and one receiving).  

Racing with the BJK Eye Coach: Divide the students into groups, each group lined up in front 
of a BJK Eye Coach. Challenge students to hit one forehand and one backhand each, run to a 
fence, wall or target placed approximately 20 feet away, turn around and line up to hit again. 
Each team keeps count of how many strokes they hit all together. The teacher keeps time for 3 
minutes. The winner is the team with the most strokes.  

Challenge students to hit tennis balls high over an obstacle and into the playing area or 
court with forehands or backhands. Tell them to hit “high.” Each one has five shots. After, they 
must run to retrieve their five balls and hit them back to the starting point. Repeat for 4 cycles.  

Challenge students to rally with low-pressure balls against a wall or rebounder, keeping 
the ball in play. (“Show me: what’s a 5 in intensity?”). After one minute, shift to a 7 intensity. 
After one minute, shift to a 10 intensity and challenge them to hit harder. Technique doesn’t 
matter, only energy discharge.  

Organize a large group game, involving up to 24 players on the surface of a tennis court, 
raising the level of energy and engagement of all participants. You can find examples here. 
Each game incorporates PLAY TENNIS skills related to the Lesson Plan.  
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PLAYING WITH MUSIC: 

If sound equipment is available, we suggest playing music during the PLAY TENNIS Games 
and Instant Competition at a volume that allows communication between teachers and students 
and among players. 

The teacher can ask students to collaborate and agree on the creation of playlists of high-
energy music they like (only clean lyrics, no foul or violent language) to use during the tennis 
lessons.  

The Tempo or Beats per Minute of Electronic Music in the background can stimulate activity, 
positive emotion and engagement without interfering with the tasks.  

GENRE BPM 

Hip Hop 85–95 BPM 

Glitch Hop 105–115 BPM 

Techno 120–125 BPM 

House 115–130 BPM 

Electro 128 BPM 

Dubstep 140 BPM (with a half time, 70 BPM feel) 

Drum and Bass 174 BPM 

 

ENGAGEMENT THROUGH INSTANT COMPETITION 

Sometimes there are conditions and situations where is not easy to engage students. Instant 
Competition is a tried-and-tested, inductive approach to align gamification, mentoring and 
rewards so they students can “test-drive” the game, enjoy the challenge and seek solutions. 

This approach was used by tennis legend Arthur Ashe in collaboration with supporters Leif and 
Chris Beck when they started the concept of the National Junior Tennis League (NJTL) in public 
parks in New York. They gave children racquets and balls and told them to play in shortened 
courts to 5 points. Only when the children asked questions, they offered technical and tactical 
advice.  

If for any reason your students have trouble following the Pre-Tennis and PLAY TENNIS 
learning path, you can use Instant Competition to engage them based on the following 
suggestions: 

• Challenge them to hit hard (raise their energy and engage their competitive spirit) 

• Challenge them to hit with variety (use contrast to expand their perspective) 

• Challenge them to play points (let them “test drive” the game) 

• Teach them only after they ask questions (teach them what they want to learn) 

[More details here]  
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TENNIS STROKES’ BIOMECHANICS 

  

The following descriptions can help the PE Teacher understand the fundamental biomechanical 
components of each stroke. We suggest teachers practice them to identify the teaching cues.   

Forehand Volley Progression  

   

Hand stopping the traffic Hand catching the ball Contact out front and tap 

   

FOREHAND VOLLEY PROGRESSION (GRIP: PALM) 

STEP 1: Imagine a clock face. Someone feeds you a ball. Stop the ball with the open palm of the hand 
"like a policeman stopping traffic" at 10:00 if you are right-handed or at 2:00 if you are left-handed. 
STEP 2: Place the palm of the hand near the throat of the racquet and grip it comfortably, not tight. 
Someone feeds you a ball. Gently tap the ball over the net.  
STEP 3: Take the racquet by the grip, "as shaking hands with the racquet." Someone feeds you a ball. 
With the racquet and arm outstretched- in front of the face and body, gently tap the ball above the net. 

   

Backhand Volley Progression  

   

Thumb stops the ball Thumb behind and tap Grip, contact and tap 

   

BACKHAND VOLLEY PROGRESSION (GRIP: KNUCKLES) 

STEP 1: Imagine a clock face. Someone feeds you a ball. Stop the ball with the thumb "as if you were 
ringing a doorbell” at 2:00 if you are right-handed or at 10:00 if you are left-handed.  
STEP 2:  Place your thumb behind the middle of the racquet throat or shaft, holding the racquet frame 
with the index and middle finger. Someone feeds you a ball. Gently tap the ball over the net. 
STEP 3: Take the racquet by the grip, with the thumb behind and index knuckle higher than the other 
knuckles ("The index knuckle is the King or Queen; the others are its subjects”). Someone feeds you a 
ball. Gently tap the ball over the net. 
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Forehand Forehand Grips  

   

The pen is vertical The pen is diagonal The pen is horizontal 

   

 Forehand Progression  

   

Point of contact and tap Contact farther from the net Contact and Follow-through 

   

   

Racquet at pocket height Turn shoulders and swing Follow-through 

   

BASIC FOREHAND PROGRESSION 

STEP 1: Imagine a clock face. Contact the ball in front of the body at 3:00 if you are right handed or at 
9:00 if you are left-handed. Tap the ball gently from low to high over the net and breathe out. Follow-
through with your racquet to finish at eye level. The top of your racquet is pointing up.  
STEP 2: Turn your shoulders and drop the racquet to the height of your pocket or thigh. Watch the ball 
bounce. Make a few adjusting steps and hit the ball in front of your body. Follow-through extending 
your arm to finish high at eye level. 
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Backhand Backhand Grips  

   

The pen is diagonal The pen is horizontal The free hand supports 

   

 Backhand Progression  

   

Point of contact and tap Contact farther from the net Contact and Follow-through 

   

   

Racquet at pocket height Turn shoulders and swing Follow-through 

   

BASIC BACKHAND PROGRESSION 

NOTE: Two-handed Backhand Grip: If the student needs to support the dominant hand with the non-
dominant hand on the grip, ensure that it’s not tight to allow for the mobility of the wrists.  
STEP 1: Place your racquet at the height of your pocket or thigh. The racquet frame is perpendicular to 
the floor. Imagine a clock face. Tap the ball from low to high (“from the pocket to the sky”) at 9:00 if you 
are right-handed and at 3:00 if you are left-handed. Breathe out and extend your arm forward to finish 
at eye level. The top of your racquet is pointing up. 
STEP 2: Turn your shoulders and drop the racquet to the height of your pocket or thigh. Watch the ball 
bounce. Make a few adjusting steps and hit the ball in front of your body. Breathe out and follow-
through extending your arm to finish high at eye level.  
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Service Service Grips  

   

The pen is horizontal The pen is diagonal Hammer the ball with frame 

   

Mini-Service Progression (At the fence – Back view)  

   

Sideways and back scratch Ball toss and contact point Finish with knuckles out 

Mini-Service Progression (Near the net – Side view)  

   

Sideways and back scratch Ball toss and contact point Finish with knuckles out 

MINI-SERVICE PROGRESSION 

STEP 1: Point of Contact: Imagine a clock face. From the point of contact of the volley, raise your 
racquet arm above the head to touch the 12:00 hour. You should be able to see through the strings. 
Toss a ball up. Touch the ball gently with the strings, without moving the racquet. That is the point of 
contact of the serve (12:00 in the clock face). 
STEP 2: Weight Transfer and Tap the Ball: Tap your shoulder with the racquet, throw the ball with 
your free hand and hit it at the point of contact (12:00 o’clock). The teacher can emphasize the forearm 
pronation or not at this stage (the racquet strings look outward, the gripping thumb points down). The 
weight of the body is transferred from back foot to the front by turning your shoulders and hips, leaving 
the upper body facing the net. Lift the heel of the rear foot when turning the body to face forward. 
STEP 3: Tap the Ball and Follow-through: Tap your shoulder with the racquet, throw the ball with 
your free hand and hit it at the point of contact. Finish the serve on the opposite leg. Your knuckles 
should face outward (you can see them). Breathe out with the follow-through. Make sure you finish the 
serve in balance (not falling over or to the sides). 
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Full-Service Motion (Arms swing and ball toss)  

   

Body perpendicular to the net Arms down and up together Toss the ball up and catch it 

   

   

Ball toss and contact point Forearm pronation  Finish with knuckles out 

   

FULL SERVICE PROGRESSION 

Coordination of both arms on the Full Service:  
STEP 1: Stand sideways, your feet separated at shoulder width. The toes are parallel to each other 
and point "like an arrow” to the target on the other side of the net. Point with your racquet to the other 
side of the net. Drop both arms together and raise them together (“down together, up together”). 
STEP 2: Hold a ball in your free hand. Drop both arms together and raise them together. As you raise 
them, release the ball and catch it with your free hand. (Don’t hit it yet, just catch it). 
STEP 3: Hold a ball in your free hand. Drop both arms together and raise them together. As you raise 
them, release the ball and hit it gently with the racquet upward, finishing the serve on the opposite leg, 
knuckles facing upward. Breathe out with the follow-through. Make sure you finish the serve in balance 
(not falling over or to the sides).  
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Overhead Smash  Basic Progression  

   

Racquet back, catch the ball Point to the ball, hit at 12:00 Finish with knuckles out 

   

OVERHEAD SMASH  

(It can be used as an alternative Mini-Serve progression) 
STEP 1: Stand sideways, approximately four steps away from the net. Hold the racquet with a 
forehand or service grip. Take your racquet back behind your head, as in the Mini-Serve. Your free 
hand points upwards to the sky. Someone feeds you a high ball. You adjust your steps and catch the 
ball. You can toss the ball up and tap it over the net with a Mini-Serve. 
STEP 2: On the next ball feed, you point to the ball with your free arm and tap it over the net. You 
breathe out on impact and follow-through to the opposite side of your body. You can see your knuckles 
when you finish.  

 

[WATCH THE VIDEO OF ALL THE TENNIS PROGRESSIONS] 
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TEACHING STROKES PROGRESSIONS 

 

The most important factor for students to learn the basic tennis strokes is the 
identification of the Contact Point for each stroke.  

• We suggest using a clock face to help right and left-handed players find the Contact 
Points at specific times, as described in the two images below.  

• The PE Teacher can print the images (available here) or create a blown-up version for 
students to face it and learn the Contact Points.  

• The BJK Eye Coach can help students hit the stationary ball at the correct Contact Points on 
forehands, backhands and volleys.  
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KEY TEACHING CUES FOR ALL STROKES 

 

Ready Position: it is the starting position from where you hold your racquet in front 
of your upper body, ready to react in any direction. It is also the neutral point to 
change from one grip and stroke to another.  

Key Teaching Cue: Your legs are slightly bent forward, stand at shoulder width.  

 

THE VOLLEY: the volley is any hit that blocks the ball before it bounces (off the air) and over 
the net. The point of contact is always ahead (in front) of the body. 

FOREHAND VOLLEY Progression (grip: palm) 

 

Right-handed Players Left-handed Players 

• STEP 1: Imagine a clock face. Someone feeds you a ball. Stop the ball with the open palm 
of the hand "like a policeman stopping traffic" at 10:00 if you are right-handed or at 2:00 if 
you are left-handed. 

• STEP 2: Place the palm of the hand near the throat of the racquet and grip it comfortably, 
not tight. Someone feeds you a ball. Gently tap the ball over the net.  

• STEP 3: Take the racquet by the grip, "as shaking hands with the racquet." Someone feeds 
you a ball. With the racquet and arm outstretched- in front of the face and body, gently tap 
the ball above the net. 

Key Teaching Cues: 

• Forehand Grip (palm) 

• Extend your racquet arm forward 

• Block the ball at 10:00 or 2:00 o’clock 
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BACKHAND VOLLEY Progression (grip: knuckles) 

 

Right-handed Players Left-handed Players 

• STEP 1: Imagine a clock face. Someone feeds you a ball. Stop the ball with the thumb "as if 
you were ringing a doorbell” at 2:00 if you are right-handed or at 10:00 if you are left-
handed.  

• STEP 2:  Place your thumb behind the middle of the racquet throat or shaft, holding the 
racquet frame with the index and middle finger. Someone feeds you a ball. Gently tap the 
ball over the net. 

• STEP 3: Take the racquet by the grip, with the thumb behind and index knuckle higher than 
the other knuckles ("The index knuckle is the King or Queen; the others are its subjects”). 
Someone feeds you a ball. Gently tap the ball over the net. 

Key Teaching Cues: 

• Backhand Grip (thumb and index knuckle) 

• Extend your racquet arm forward (see through the strings) 

• Block the ball at 2:00 or 10:00 o’clock 

 

FOREHAND and BACKHAND Progressions: 

Half Forehand and Backhand Progressions: 

• Volley to Forehand: Use a forehand grip (palm). Imagine a clock face at 2:00 if you are 
right-handed or at 10:00 if you are left-handed.10:00. You should be able to see forward 
through the strings. Lower the racquet at the height of the pocket and locate the contact 
point for the forehand, in front of your body at 3:00 if you are right-handed or at 9:00 if you 
are left-handed. 

• Volley to Backhand: Switch to a backhand grip (knuckles) with the thumb and index of your 
free hand at 2:00 if you are right-handed or at 10:00 if you are left-handed. Lower the 
racquet at the height of the pocket and locate the contact point for the forehand, in front of 
your body at 9:00 if you are right-handed or at 3:00 if you are left-handed. 

• Grip Change: You change grips from forehand to backhand (and vice versa) to hit one 
stroke or the other with the thumb and index of your free hand. 
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• Two-handed Backhand Grip: If the student needs to support the dominant hand with the 
non-dominant hand on the grip, ensure that it is not tight to allow for the mobility of the 
wrists.  

Full Forehand Progression: 

 

Right-handed Players Left-handed Players 

 

• STEP 1: Imagine a clock face. Contact the ball in front of the body at 3:00 if you are right 
handed or at 9:00 if you are left-handed. Tap the ball gently from low to high over the net 
and breathe out. Follow-through with your racquet to finish at eye level. The top of your 
racquet is pointing up.  

• STEP 2: Step back three or four steps. Turn your shoulders and drop the racquet to the 
height of your pocket or thigh. Watch the ball bounce. Make a few adjusting steps and hit 
the ball in front of your body. Breathe out and follow-through extending your arm to finish 
high at eye level.  

Key Teaching Cues: 

• Forehand Grip (palm) 

• Contact point at 3:00 or 9:00 o’clock 

• Turn shoulders, bring the racquet at pocket level 

• Breathe out and follow-through at eye level  
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Full Backhand Progression: 

 

Right-handed Players Left-handed Players 

 

• Grip Change: You change grips from forehand to backhand (and vice versa) to hit one 
stroke or the other with the thumb and index of your free hand. 

• Two-handed Backhand Grip: If the student needs to support the dominant hand with the 
non-dominant hand on the grip, ensure that it is not tight to allow for the mobility of the 
wrists.  

• STEP 1: Place your racquet at the height of your pocket or thigh. The racquet frame is 
perpendicular to the floor. Imagine a clock face. Tap the ball from low to high (“from the 
pocket to the sky”) at 9:00 if you are right-handed and at 3:00 if you are left-handed. Breathe 
out and extend your arm forward to finish at eye level. The top of your racquet is pointing up. 

• STEP 2: Turn your shoulders and drop the racquet to the height of your pocket or thigh. 
Watch the ball bounce. Make a few adjusting steps and hit the ball in front of your body. 
Breathe out and follow-through extending your arm to finish high at eye level.  

Key Teaching Cues: 

• Backhand Grip (index knuckle) 

• Contact point at 9:00 or 3:00 o’clock 

• Turn shoulders, bring the racquet at pocket level 

• Breathe out and follow-through at eye level  
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SERVICE Progression: 

 

Right-handed Players Left-handed Players 

 

Mini (Half) Service Progression: 

• Service Grip: Hammer a ball with the edge of the racquet (a forehand grip is OK). 

• Stance: Stand sideways, your feet separated at shoulder width. The toes are parallel to 
each other and point "like an arrow” to the target on the other side of the net.  

• STEP 1: Point of Contact: Imagine a clock face. From the point of contact of the volley, 
raise your racquet arm above the head to touch the 12:00 hour. You should be able to see 
through the strings. Toss a ball up. Touch the ball gently with the strings, without moving the 
racquet. That is the point of contact of the serve (12:00 in the clock face). 

• STEP 2: Weight Transfer and Tap the Ball: Tap your shoulder with the racquet, throw the 
ball with your free hand and hit it at the point of contact (12:00 o’clock). The teacher can 
emphasize the forearm pronation or not at this stage (the racquet strings look outward, the 
gripping thumb points down). The weight of the body is transferred from back foot to the 
front by turning your shoulders and hips, leaving the upper body facing the net. Lift the heel 
of the rear foot when turning the body to face forward. 

• STEP 3: Tap the Ball and Follow-through: Tap your shoulder with the racquet, throw the 
ball with your free hand and hit it at the point of contact. Finish the serve on the opposite leg. 
Your knuckles should face outward (you can see them). Breathe out with the follow-through. 
Make sure you finish the serve in balance (not falling over or to the sides). 

Key Teaching Cues: 

• Forehand Grip or Hammer the Ball with the racquet edge 

• Extend your racquet arm forward towards 12:00 o’clock 

• Tap the ball at 12:00 o’clock  

• Tap your shoulder with the racquet and tap the ball at 12:o’clock 

• Tap your shoulder, tap the ball at 12:o’clock and follow-through (knuckles out) 
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Full Service Progression - Coordination of both arms on the Full Service:  

• STEP 1: Stand sideways, your feet separated at shoulder width. The toes are parallel to 
each other and point "like an arrow” to the target on the other side of the net. Point with your 
racquet to the other side of the net. Drop both arms together and raise them together (“down 
together, up together”). 

• STEP 2: Hold a ball in your free hand. Drop both arms together and raise them together. As 
you raise them, release the ball and catch it with your free hand. (Don’t hit it yet, just catch 
it). 

• STEP 3: Hold a ball in your free hand. Drop both arms together and raise them together. As 
you raise them, release the ball and hit it gently with the racquet upward, finishing the serve 
on the opposite leg, knuckles facing upward. Breathe out with the follow-through. Make sure 
you finish the serve in balance (not falling over or to the sides). 

Key Teaching Cues: 

• Service Grip (hammer the ball with the edge of the racquet) 

• Arms down together and up together 

• Arms up together, toss the ball and catch it 

• Arms up together, tap the ball at 12:00 and follow-through (knuckles face out) 
 
 
Overhead Smash (It can be used as an alternative Mini-Serve progression) 
 

• STEP 1: Stand sideways, approximately four steps away from the net. Hold the racquet with 
a forehand or service grip. Take your racquet back behind your head, as in the Mini-Serve. 
Your free hand points upwards to the sky. Someone feeds you a high ball. You adjust your 
steps and catch the ball. You can toss the ball up and tap it over the net with a Mini-Serve. 

• STEP 2: On the next ball feed, you point to the ball with your free arm and tap it over the 
net. You breathe out on impact and follow-through to the opposite side of your body. You 
can see your knuckles when you finish.  

 

Key Teaching Cues: 

• Service Grip or Forehand Grip 

• Stand sideways to the net.  

• Racquet back and free arm pointing up to the ball. 

• Tap the ball at 12:00 and follow-through (knuckles face out) 
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TEACHING PHASES OF THE SCHOOLS PROGRAM 

 

 

 

 

PRE-TENNIS 

Pre-Tennis is the basic approach to the tennis strokes’ biomechanics and their practice, 
complemented with games to develop hand-eye and bi-lateral coordination. 

• The goal is for students to develop hand-eye coordination through to simple games 

• The teacher stimulates and challenges the students by asking, “Who can?” or “Who 
dares?” 

• The technical information is basic and emphasizes imitation: “Do like this” – “Do like me” 

• The teacher keeps the duration of the exercises around 10 to 20 repetitions 

• The grips for the paddle or racquet are “palm” (forehand) or “knuckles” (backhand) 

• We discourage the use of match scoring for Pre-Tennis games. The teacher can focus on 
monitoring the performance of the students and encouraging engagement through the 
lesson. Completing the task as suggested is the key reward.  

• As you will notice in the Six Fundamental Lessons, we suggest limiting mistakes to 
improve the students’ mental focus (using the mistakes as a challenge, not a sanction). 
Example: “Both players hit 10 shots with only 3 mistakes allowed. After, they can play 
another 10 shots with only 2 mistakes allowed, and so on.”  

Examples of Pre-Tennis Basic Skills Development Games: 

• Play with lightweight elements: Tapping balloons, Kleenex, paper balls, light scarves, 
index cards, cut paper pieces and catching them before they fall to the ground. Tapping 
balloons between two players or more. Holding the racquet vertically against the floor, 
releasing it and catching it before it hits the ground.  

• Carry, balance or bounce the ball while performing combined actions: walking, 
running, jumping, step on a bench, pass under a table, go up the stairs, follow a line on the 
ground, sit on the ground, walk backwards, stand on one leg, etc.  

• Races and Relays: balancing the ball on the racquet, bouncing the ball on the racquet or 
on the floor. Try to cover a distance in a minimum of steps, or in a minimum of bounces; 
sorting obstacles; relays changing racquets every 5 to 10 bounces. 

• Intimidation Games: balancing a ball on a racquet, a player is the “cat” and tries to touch 
the other players (“mice”) and imbalance them. Whoever loses control of the ball becomes 
the “cat.” Variation: everyone has their free hand behind their back and the “cat” intimidates 
everyone without touching them. Whoever loses control of the ball leaves the game for a 
moment.  

  

Pre-Tennis 
PLAY 

TENNIS 
Instant 

Competition 
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• Use of the BJK Eye Coach: Set up the training device as a station among other games. 
Invite a short line of students (ideally 4 maximum) to tap the ball lightly in front of their body 
to define the point of contact of volleys, forehands and backhands, keeping their eyes on the 
ball. 

• Show the Forehand Grip (place the palm of the hand on the racquet strings and 
descend it to the grip: “shaking hands with the racquet”).  

• Show the Backhand Grip (place the thumb on the racquet strings and the index 
knuckle on the frame. Descend them both to the grip and check that the thumb is 
behind the grip and the knuckle on top of it: “The top knuckle is the boss and all other 
knuckles follow her”). Two-handed backhand grips are OK: the non-dominant hand 
supports the dominant one. 

▪ First, ask them to tap just forehand volleys. Check the forehand grips. 
▪ Then, explain the change of grip between forehand (palm) to backhand 

(knuckles) using the index and thumb of their non-dominant hand. Ask them 
to tap just backhand volleys.  

▪ Then, ask them to lower their racquets to pocket height and tap the ball with 
forehands from low-to-high, finishing with the racquet pointing up to the sky. 

▪ Follow it with a grip change and tap backhands from low to high, finishing 
with the racquet pointing up to the sky. 

▪ Then, alternate a forehand and a backhand.  

• Use of walls, rebound walls and net rebounders: Keep the ball in play 30 times by 
tapping it at the forehand contact point. Only 3 mistakes are allowed.  

• Switch to the backhand contact point. Then alternate forehand and backhand taps. 

• Continue with a challenge to keep 10 forehand volleys, followed by 10 backhand 
volleys. 

• Then, alternate both forehands and backhands for 10 strokes.  

• Add targets: Stick newspapers or magazine pages with adhesive tape to the wall or fence, 
at the eye-height of the students. They must hit the target and add points. Multiple targets 
can have a variety of points until they reach a goal (200, 500, 1000, etc.)  

• Variation 1: You can invite the students to use chalk and draw caricatures on the wall 
surface, or draw them on paper and stick them to the wall or fence. 

• Variation 2: They can draw circles with values (10, 20, 100, etc.) and tap the ball to 
hit them in succession until they collect 500 points.  

• Variation 3: You can hang hoops with wire or ties to a wire fence and add points to 
each target to stimulate the addition, multiplication and/or division game as they rally.  

• Variation 4: Place or draw targets on the floor (you can also add numbers and/or 
letters) and challenge the students to hit the wall and the target on the floor with 
forehands and backhand taps, creating words or adding the successful hits.  

[Additional Pre-Tennis Games] 
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PLAY TENNIS 

• For technical skills development, “the volley is the mother of all strokes” (using the 
volley’s point of contact as a reference to develop all the other strokes).  

• PLAY TENNIS uses graduated-length progressions, from simple to complex.  

• PLAY TENNIS uses games to explore tactical skills, based on the three core dimensions: 
high/low, far/near and right/left – as well as development of control, direction, depth, spin 
and speed.  

Mini tennis evolves from these key technical principles: 

• Alignment of the racquet with the ball to define the point of contact. 

• Hitting the ball from below and over the net. 

• Aim at the desired target in the opponent’s area 

Teaching Approach: 

The teacher's input guides a progression from cooperation to opposition, aligning exercises of 
different types: 

• Systematic: Without an opponent’s resistance (Collaboration) 

• Obstacle: the playing area (net, court, ball) 

• Objective: to groove the fundamental actions. 

• Scoring: counting strokes and allowing a limited number of mistakes. 

• Development: Passive resistance (Collaboration and Passive Opposition) 

• Obstacle: the opponent.  

• Objective: Reaction to opponent's stimuli (auditory and visual) 

• Scoring: counting strokes and allowing a limited number of mistakes. 

• Competition: Active resistance (Active Opposition) 

• Obstacle: Situations during play (directed, area limits and free play) 

• Objective: to free the mind to explore creative actions. 

• Scoring: counting points as indicated by the teacher (5, 11, 15, etc.) to win the game. 

Essential Concepts for Teaching Technique: 

• Unification of all technique by relating all strokes to the contact point on the volley:  

• “The volley is the mother of all strokes.”  

• All progressions start with the contact point on the volley and correspond to a 
specific hour on a clock face (see diagrams for right-handed and left-handed 
players). 

• Use of the Graduated Length Method (from simple to complex):  

• Graduating the Length of the Racquet: using small racquets or paddles or, 
alternatively, gripping the racquet from the middle of the shaft for better control and 
gradually progressing towards the grip 

• Graduating the Length of the Playing area: starting to play close to the net or 
dividing obstacle for better control and gradually progressing towards a “baseline” or 
distance where the full stroke is comfortable. 

• Graduating the Length of the Stroke Progression: from the point of contact with 
the ball, gradually adding a portion of the stroke until completing the entire unit of 
action with fluidity and effectiveness.   
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• Station Gaming:  

• Divide the available playing area (patio, court, gym or field) into several Game 
Stations, safely apart from each other. 

• Each Station can have different playing materials, tasks and challenges. You assign 
groups of students to each station, in pairs, triads, four or more players.  

• The students can rotate between stations after a fixed amount of time, sufficient to 
complete the entire circuit of Stations.  

• You can divide the games into the following categories: Hand-Eye Coordination- 
Cooperation – Opposition and Competition 

 

BASIC TENNIS TACTICS 

 

• FOR REFERENCE ONLY: The tactical goal of tennis is to force an error or obtain a high 
or short ball from the opponent to win the point. 

• Anyone can win at tennis by combining shots in three dimensions: high/low, right/left and 
deep/short. 

The essential tactical skill in tennis is Anticipation, the ability to recognize signs and 
patterns in the opponent’s movements and positioning to decide and execute faster to win the 
point. The tennis player who can think two or three strokes ahead has more opportunities to win 
the point. 

The tactical evolution of the students is as follows (match with the diagrams): 

1. Play with control: put the ball in play over the net and on the court for as long as possible, 
gradually progressing from the net area (red area) to the middle area (yellow) and to the 
baseline (green).  

2. Play with direction: play the right or left of the rival while controlling the center of the court, 
progressing to any of the six areas of the court (red squares) where a shot will create angles 
to displace the opponent and open up the court to win the point. 

3. Play with depth and height: play deep into the opponent’s court to provoke errors or to get 
high or short balls to win points with angled shots (green area at the baseline). 

4. Play with spin and speed: brush the ball up for topspin, sideways for sidespin or through it 
for slice (backspin). Hit hard on short balls to open up the court and win points.  
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EXAMPLES OF PLAY TENNIS GAMES 

 

The proposed exercises and games follow a technical-tactical relationship, in which the student 
automates certain gestures and simultaneously explores tactical possibilities.  

1) Placing targets on the ground:  

1) Align the targets on the ground with each other across the net or obstacle. Place them a 
step or two near the net. Aim for the area near the target. Rally from forehand to 
forehand and switch to forehand to backhand and later from backhand to backhand. 

2) Move the targets two steps backwards. Rally by alternating forehands and backhands. 

Variations:  

• Rally towards the area behind the targets. The shot is invalid if it bounces in front of the 
target. 

• Place hoops or flat materials on the floor. The ball must bounce inside the hoop or hit the 
target during the rally. 

2) Control of the trajectory of the ball: 

1) Place a rebounder frame or a small soccer goal near the net. You can also place two 
poles with a string, cable or plastic line attached to the tops. Play that the ball goes over 
the crossbar or the upper limit of the line. 

Variations: 

• Play that the ball passes under the crossbar (or line) and above the net. 

• Alternate one ball above and another below the crossbar or line. 
2) Place the tennis umpire’s chair or tall object (such a box or ladder) in the center of the 

net. Play that the ball passes through the right and the left avoiding the obstacle. 

3) Control of strength:  

1) Player A hits a forehand to the opponent, who stops the ball at the point of contact with 
the hand, releases it and hits it back. Player A stops the ball at the backhand’s point of 
contact.  

2) The game continues with each player stopping the ball at the point of contact with the 
racquet, letting it bounce and hitting it again to the opponent. They alternate forehands 
and backhands. 

3) They continue the rally without stopping the ball, hitting the ball at the height of the 
bounce without missing for 20 shots. Only 3 mistakes are allowed. 
 

5. Control of height and distance: 

• A player hits high and low. The opponent only hits high. They alternate roles after 15 
shots. 

• A player hits long and short. The opponent only hits long. They alternate roles after 15 
shots. 

Variations: 

• After 4 shots, the player hitting long can follow the stroke to the net and try to finish the 
point with a volley. After the volley, no high shots are allowed. 

• The players mark a large “dead zone” in the center of the court in which the ball is “lost” 
if it lands there. They both play long and deep above the dead zone. 
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• The players mark four areas on one side of the court with newspapers or flat materials. 
Player A must play to each of the four areas in succession and the opponent must 
respond to a single target on the other side of the court. 

5) Reaction to opponent's stimuli: 

a) Visual stimuli: 

• Player A changes places every 2 or 3 shots. Player B must direct the ball where 
Player A is. After 10 shots, Player B must hit where Player A is not standing.  

• Both players rally long. At any time after 3 shots, Player A can hit a ball short and 
stand still in the right or left area of the court. Player B must go up to the net and hit 
to Player A. They play out the point.  

• Variation: Player B approaches the net hitting where Player A is not standing and 
they play out the point. 

b) Auditory stimuli: 

• Player A tells Player B where to direct the shots during the rally. 

• Variation: the player must do the contrary to what he hears. 

 

 

INSTANT COMPETITION:  

• Instant Competition is a shift from cooperation to opposition.  

• It leads to a simplification of all playing elements.  

• It involves games for students to use their tactical skills and understand scoring.  

Instant Competition is a feedback mechanism for the learning process. It is based on letting 
students experience competition immediately to engage them emotionally and physically with 
the complexity of the tennis experience. 

Instant Competition generates questions, higher interest in playing better and it provides 
opportunities for the teachers to expand on topics. The famous proverb “when the student is 
ready, the teacher appears,” is applicable to this process.  

Typical questions that accelerate learning are “How do I grip the racquet better? He’s killing me 
on the backhand side.” “How can I finish the point faster?” “She’s hitting with topspin. I want to 
do the same.” “How can I return her serve?”  

• From the question "Who can…?” the students’ motivation is to prove themselves 
through the exploration of challenges and games.  

• Students want to compete from the beginning and they are who must determine the most 
convenient length, width and height of the net and the court. Instant success is the goal, so 
every other consideration about the formal game takes a back seat. Flexibility and 
adaptation are the priority.  

• The integration of technical aspects and tactics within play situations allow the student to 
perceive, choose and respond adequately to the demands of the opponent. Problem solving 
becomes the key to player development, within of which competitive pressure is included. 

• In schools, it is crucial to take away all importance to the result and focus the teacher’s 
attention on performance. The precision, continuity and construction the point should be the 
more important factors in the final evaluation of the lesson.   
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Basic Guidelines for Singles (Individuals): 

• The format of play is singles and/or doubles. Doubles is more fun when playing as a team, 
coordinating tactics with a partner (See below the Doubles Guidelines). 

• Matches are played to the best of 7-11-15 or 21 points. Players alternate services every two 
points. Players can switch sides every 8 points.  

• Each server has two opportunities (first and second serve). In the first serve, if the ball 
touches the net, the server repeats the serve. In a second serve, the point is lost.  

• The point is lost when the ball goes out of the limits of the court, hits the body, hits the net 
and bounces twice – or after two bounces of the ball. Any dubious or confusing situation is 
resolved by playing the point again immediately. 

• The players call their own lines (if playing within marked areas). When in doubt, play the 
point again (no discussions). If the playing area is not clearly marked, the players must use 
the width of the net or obstacle as the limits and keep a safe distance from other players 
nearby. Any flat marker placed on the floor to keep everyone safe will be helpful. The 
scoring can be focused on not allowing the ball to bounce twice. 

• When the match finishes, both players must shake hands. 

 

COMPETITIVE CHALLENGES FOR SINGLES (Individual Players at each side of the net) 

• Rally long 5 times over the net; every short ball must be attacked and followed to the net. 

• Rally 3 times over the net. On the fourth shot, a player hits a high ball. The opponent must 
volley it off the air and go to the net to play the point. 

• Serve and volley 5 points in a row, then switch roles. 

• Player A serves and goes to the net. Player B returns and goes to the net. Play out the 
point. 

• Serve and wait for the return, then go to the net to play out the point. 

• Always return parallel for 5 points. Switch roles. Then return crosscourt for 5 points. 

• When the rival goes up to the net, the opponent hits only lobs (high balls). 

• Play at 7 points with only forehands. Then play another 7 points playing only backhands.  

• Each player is allowed only 1 service and can choose to attack or defend. 

• Both players are allowed to reverse the score one time during the game, if they are losing. 

ADDITIONAL SINGLES CHALLENGES: 

• One player starts receiving with a 4-1 lead 

• One player starts serving down 1-4 

• One player can only hit high balls  

• Must win the match when leading in the last point or go back to 0 

• Must serve and volley every other point 

• One player serves underhand for the other player to work on attacking weak serves 

• Games without serve: put three balls in play before the point begins (encourages 
consistency) 

• Games without serve: No points awarded for hitting winners (encourages consistency) 
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PLAYING DOUBLES (Two Players at each side of the net) 

Basic Guidelines: 

• Each group of 2 players is a team. 

• They can play in a one-up/one-down formation or both players at the back. 

• In the one up/one down formation, The player at the net must actively seek to poach 
(intercept) the opponents’ shots with volleys and overheads.  

• In the both-back formation, the players can decide when to attack the net, or play 
defensively. 

• The services can alternate every four points. Matches are played to the best of 7-11-15 or 
21 points. Players can switch sides every 8 points, if depending on the orientation of the 
sun.  

 

ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO INSTANT COMPETITION 

If your students have trouble following the Pre-Tennis and PLAY TENNIS learning path, you can 
use an alternative approach to engage them. This is an intuitive approach to learning tennis 
based on the following principles: 

1. Challenge them to hit hard (raise their energy and engage their competitive spirit) 

• Show the students a racquet and a ball. Ask one player “How hard can you hit?” 

• Challenge them to hit hard using the full length of the playing area, or against a wall, or use 
the BJK Eye Coach stationary ball. 

• After the first hit, ask, “From 1 to 10, how hard is that?” After the answer, ask the other 
students “Do you agree?” 

• Ask another student “How hard can you hit?” After the hit, ask, “From 1 to 10, how hard is 
that?” After the answer, ask the other students “Do you agree?” 

• Ask the other students “Give it a try, one by one.” 

• After they all hit, say, “Evidently, you can all hit hard, but… can you hit with precision?” 

2. Challenge them to hit with variety (use contrast to expand their perception) 

• Pick several targets on the floor or walls and ask the first student “How many can you hit?” 
After the answer, say “You get 2 points for every hit” 

• Depending on how many the student hits, double the challenge “Can you hit 2 more?” 

• Issue the challenge to the other students and organize them to make a first attempt and 
then double the challenge. 

• Keep the challenge rounds going by asking them to hit targets in 3 fundamental dimensions: 
Left/Right – High/Low and Far/Near. Distribute the targets and the students accordingly in 
the playing area. Ask them to keep their personal score of successful hits. 
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• If they are not precise enough, you can ask, “Would you like to score more points?” and 
invite them to use the BJK Eye Coach to refine their eye focus (don’t teach them any 
strokes’ technique, just tell them to look at the ball through the point of contact). Organize 
them in lines and include running to elevate their heart rate.  

• Repeat the some of the target challenges and check the scores for improvement or 
deterioration. 

3. Challenge them to play points (let them “test drive” the game) 

• After they hit in 3 dimensions, invite them to play points “Would you like to play a match?” 

• Give them racquets and balls, divide them into pairs and show them how to create safe 
playing space (minimum 8 x 6 steps for each pair). The space might or might not have lines. 
Include an obstacle or dead zone as a “net.”  

• The rules of the match are simple: serve underhand, the point starts when the ball goes over 
the obstacle two times and it’s over when the ball does not bounce anymore. If there are 
walls or a fence nearby, they are valid to keep the ball in play.  

• The play the match to 7 or 11 points. They alternate serves every 2 points and keep their 
own score. If there are any doubts, replay the point. 

• Use a round-robin format or rotate the players so they play several matches during the 
allotted time. 

4. Teach them only after they ask questions (teach them what they want to learn) 

• Refrain from commenting on their strokes or referring to technique until they ask for 
assistance or ask questions that show they want to improve.  

• Once they engage through questions, you can tell them “winning secrets,” such as grips, 
swing improvements, footwork tips and basic tactics (such as “try to get a high or short ball 
from your opponent”). Show them one “secret” at a time. Show them, explain briefly and let 
them go back into the match to try it. 

• At the end of the lesson, ask, “How does tennis feel?” Listen to their responses and ask, 
“Would you like to learn how to win?” Listen to the responses and propose a follow-up 
lesson by saying “Next time, I show you how to develop a weapon.”  

• Invite them to play together after hours using half or a full tennis court and return with 
questions. 

• If you have any Students Rewards scheme in place, reward them for their participation and 
enthusiasm, or give the entire class a high score on a chart posted for all to see under 
“Lesson 1 – Completed.”  

• The suggested Lesson Plan for these students could be as follows: 

• Welcome – Introduction  

• Warm-up – Challenge with targets using the 3 dimensions 

• Activity 1 – Ball Control Challenge with rallies (Direction and Precision) 

• Activity 2 – Technique: Teach a progression of a “weapon” (Stroke) 

• Activity 3 – Instant Competition for Points with Rotations (Answer Questions) 

• Closing – Questions – Weekly Challenge – Rewards 
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TEACHING ADVANCED SCORING:  

 

FOR REFERENCE ONLY: Game, set, match 

• In tennis, there are games and sets. To win a set, a player must be the first to win six games 
(and win by two games). Typically, a match is won by winning two out of three sets.  

• The Lesson Plan does not contemplate playing tennis matches in the Game and Set format, 
due to time restrictions. However, the teacher can illustrate the Regular Tennis Scoring 
pattern and encourage students to try it after school. 

 

REGULAR TENNIS SCORING: Love, 15, 30, 40 

The origin of tennis scoring is Medieval French and relates to the use 
of the handles of a clock to keep score. It works as follows: 

• You will always start a game on the deuce side (right hand side of 
the court). The next point you will start on the ad side (left hand 
side of the court). If playing in a made-up tennis court or gym, 
students can use a floor marker in the center of the baseline to limit 
the right and left hand side of the court. 

• The server will always call the score and say his or her score first. To win a game, a player 
must win four points. In tennis, the points in a game aren't simply 1, 2 and 3. Instead, you 
will hear 15, 30, 40. 

• When you have a tied score, in tennis that is called "all." For example, if each player has 
won a single point (called 15), the server will call the score 15 All. Two points each is 30 All. 
But in tennis, the score when you get to 3-3 is not 40 All. That score is called "deuce." 

• When reaching deuce, either player must win two points in a row to win the game. The 
deuce points are called “Advantage,” followed by who’s leading the deuce game: 
“Advantage Serve” or “Advantage Return.” You can also use the name of the person: 
“Advantage Jim” or “Advantage Wendy.” 

 

PLAYING A TIEBREAK GAME 

• If relevant and appropriate to the class, the teacher can suggest playing tiebreak games 
during Instant Competition. 

• In a tiebreak game, the next person will start the tiebreak game, and serve one point to the 
deuce side of the court. The following two points will then be served by the opponent 
starting on the ad side. In doubles, the player on the opposing team due to serve will serve 
these points. 

• Players or teams switch ends of the court every six points (e.g. when the score is 4-2), and 
to score this tiebreak game, you use, “zero” “one”, “two”, “three”, etc. The first player or team 
to win seven points, by two, wins the tiebreak. This means the score can end up being very 
high (e.g. 15-13) or as low as 7-0 through 7-5.  Whoever wins the tiebreak game, wins the 
set by a score of 7-6. 

  

15 

30 
40 
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USING ROUND-ROBIN MATCH ROTATIONS 

The easiest arrangement for a round robin is the rotation method. In setting up a draw for an 
even number of students/teams. Example: with a rotation for 6 students, number 1 remains 
fixed and the other numbers rotate around it counterclockwise. 

6 person/team rotations (5 rounds) 

1-6 1-5 1-4 1-3 1-2 

2-5 6-4 5-3 4-2 3-6 

3-4 2-3 6-2 5-6 4-5 

 

To determine the number of games for a single round robin rotation, as seen above, use the 
following formula, N x (N-1)/2. With a rotation of 6 teams, the calculation would be: 6 x (6-1)/2 = 
6 x 5/2 = 30/2 = 15 games. 

When setting up a draw for an odd number of participants/teams, for example 7, the B (bye) 
remains fixed and the other numbers rotate around it counterclockwise. 

7 person/team schedule (7 rounds) 
*bye (B) participants or teams do not play. 

B-7 B-6 B-5 B-4 B-3 B-2 B-1 

1-6 7-5 6-4 5-3 4-2 3-1 2-7 

2-5 6-4 7-3 6-2 5-1 4-7 3-6 

3-4 2-3 1-3 7-1 6-7 5-6 4-5 

 

To keep track of winners, the teacher can use the chart below. After the match, the 
winner’s name is recorded with a W (win) or an L (lost).  

 
Tom Fred George Linda Carly Sarah 

Tom 
      

Fred W-Tom 
     

George 
 

W-Fred 
    

Linda 
      

Carly 
      

Sarah 
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THE SIX FUNDAMENTAL PLAY TENNIS LESSONS 

LESSON 1 

 

Lesson 1 – Pre-Tennis  Lesson Topic: HANDS AND EYES 
Grade Level: Elementary School  Lesson Length: 40 minutes 
Learning Outcomes: 

• Individual to Cooperation 

• Improve Object Tracking 

• Manage Playing Space Area 

• Improve Reaction Time 

Lesson Objectives:  

• Visual Focus 

• Hand-eye Coordination  

• Spatial Orientation 

Equipment Needed: 

• Option 1: Balloons and plastic bags - Option 2: A slow ball (foam ball, large rubber or beach ball) 

• Each student has a tennis racquet or paddle 

• Wall, rebounders, targets   

• Cones, string, rope, height obstacles 
Safety Considerations: 

• Ask students to create a personal space of 4 x 4 steps around themselves 
 
Warm-up Duration: 5 – 7 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Students work individually 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
OPTION 1 - LOW-SKILL GAMES (Best for Indoors): Using balloons and plastic bags [See here] 
 
OPTION 2 - THROW AND CATCH 

• Objective: throw and catch a ball 

• Instrument: a slow ball (foam ball, large rubber or beach ball) 
THROW and CATCH ALONE: 
Organization: each student alone, anywhere in the playing area 
Exercises: 
1. Bounce the ball against the ground and catch it with one or two hands (10 times) 
2. Throw the ball up in the air and catch it one or two hands (10 times) 
3. Bounce the ball against the ground and catch it with either hand (10 times) 
4. Throw the ball up in the air and catch it with either hand (10 times) 
5. Walk or run and bounce the ball against the ground and catch it with one hand (10 times) 
6. Walk or run and throw the ball in the air and catch it with one hand (10 times) 
 
REBOUND and CATCH ALONE: 
Organization: each student alone, facing a wall or rebounder. They can catch with either hand. 
Exercises:  
1. Throw the ball against the wall, let it bounce on the ground and catch it in the air (10 times) 
2. Throw the ball against the wall and catch it in the air (10 times) 
3. Throw the ball against the ground close to the wall and catch it in the air after hitting the wall (10 

times) 
4. Mark targets on the wall, throw the ball against them and catch it in the air (10 times) 
5. Throw the ball against the wall from different distances. Catch the ball in the air or after one bounce 

(10 times) 
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THROW and CATCH IN PAIRS: 
Organization: Two students collaborate, anywhere in the playing area 
Exercises: 
1. Throw the ball to each other and catch it in the air with one or two hands in front of the body (10 

times) 
2. Bounce the ball against the ground so the partner catches it with two hands in front of the body (10 

times) 
3. Walking or running, bounce the ball against the ground and catch it in the air with one or two 

hands, alternating throws to each other (10 times) 
 
THROW and CATCH IN PAIRS (MULTI-BOUNCE) 
Organization: Two students collaborate, anywhere in the playing area 
Exercise: 

• Player A tosses the ball up high in the air and calls out “one, two or three” so Player B catches the 
ball after the announced number of bounces. Next, Player B tosses the ball and calls the bounces. 
(10 times) 

• Remind students to toss it high enough to give the other player time to move and catch, especially 
when using multiple bounces. 

 
THROW and CATCH IN GROUPS: 
Organization: Divide the class in groups: a student feeder standing in front of a line of 5 to 7 students 
Exercises: 

• The student feeder bounces the ball on the ground to the first student in line. This student catches 
the ball with two hands in front of the body, throws the ball back in the air to the student feeder, 
runs behind him/her and goes to the back of the line of students. (10 times) 

• NOTE: The student feeder must only bounce the ball when there are at least two students in front 
of him/her, to sustain the rhythm of the game. 

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Challenge students with “Who can…?” 

• Encourage students to catch the ball in front of their bodies (in the line of sight) 
 
Activity 1 Duration:  5 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Students work in pairs and as a group 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
HANDS AND BALL  

• Objective: strike a ball with the hand only 

• Instrument: each student has a slow ball or a tennis ball  
 
HAND TAPS ALONE: 
Organization: each student alone, anywhere in the playing area 
Exercises: 
1. Bounce the ball against the ground with one hand repeatedly (10 times) and then with the other 

one (10 times) 
2. Bounce the ball against the ground and within a hoop or target with the dominant hand (10 times), 

then switch to the other hand (10 times) 
3. Bounce the ball against the ground alternating hands without interruption for 20 times total 
4. Bounce the ball against the ground with either hand while running, jumping forward or backwards, 

with both feet together, etc. (20 times total) 
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HAND TAPS IN PAIRS: 
Organization: Two players collaborating, anywhere in the playing area 
Exercises: 
1. Bounce the ball against the ground with the dominant hand (10 times) 
2. Bounce the ball against the ground alternating the right and left hand (10 times) 
3. Bounce the ball against the ground with either hand while running, jumping forward or backwards, 

with both feet together, etc. (10 times) 
4. Bounce the ball against the ground alternating hands without interruption for 20 times total 
 
HAND TAPS WITH OBSTACLES: 
Organization: Two players collaborating, anywhere in the playing area 
1. The students bounce the ball on the ground and tap it with their hand, keeping the rally going for 20 

times with only 3 mistakes allowed 
2. The students continue the rally but moving in different ways (on one leg, moving backwards, 

jumping with both feet together, climbing and descending from a bench, etc.) for 20 times with only 
3 mistakes allowed 

3. Variation: The students put obstacles between them (cones, dead zone, bench, net, string, etc.) 
and continue the rally over the obstacles (or slalom through them) for 20 times with only 3 mistakes 
allowed 

 
HAND TAPS IN GROUPS: 
Organization: Teams of 2 to 4 students with obstacles (or a dead zone) in front of each team. 
1. Team A throws the ball to Team B bouncing it on the ground and around the obstacles. Team B 

catches the ball bounces it back. (10 times) 
2. Team A throws the ball to Team B around and over the obstacles and Team B returns it. (10 times) 
3. Tennis with bouncing ball: the Teams return the ball to the opposite side after the second bounce 

of the ball an over the obstacle. They count to 7 (first to 7 wins) and change serve every two points. 
 
Teaching Cues: 

• Encourage students to catch the ball in front of their bodies (in the line of sight) 

• The 3 mistakes allowed are an objective rather than a sanction (overlook the number of mistakes) 
 
Activity 2 Duration: 10 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Students work individually, each student has a racquet or paddle  
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
BALL CONTROL WITH A RACQUET: 
Roll Around the Racquet: 
Objective: Control of racquet face and ball 
Exercise:  

• The players should place the ball on the racquet lace and then roll the ball around the frame of the 
racquet without the ball falling off. They can roll it clockwise five times and then counterclockwise 
five times. Afterwards, they can roll the ball once clockwise, followed by a counterclockwise roll, 
aiming for 10 rolls total.  

• Variation: challenge students to do it with their non-dominant hand.  
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Sleeping Ball 
Objective: Control of racquet face and ball 
Exercise: 

• Have your students balance a ball on the strings of their racquet and walk around randomly.  

• While walking around, have them stop, drop the ball off the racquet, let it bounce and catch the ball 
back on the racquet. Students may have to use their hands to trap the ball on the strings. 

• After several successful catches, challenge them to practice to just use the racquet face and let the 
ball rest on the strings without falling. The ball is now “sleeping” on their strings. 

• Challenge them to have 5 successful catches with only 3 mistakes allowed. You can then reduce 
the mistakes allowed to 2 and later to only 1. 

 
Tap-Ups: 
Objective: Hand-eye coordination and racquet dexterity 
Exercise: 

• Step 1: Players must tap the ball up in the air with the racquet, let the ball bounce on the ground 
and tap it again in the air (10 times in a row). Repeat for 10 more times. 

• Step 2: Players must tap the ball up in the air with the racquet without it falling to the ground (10 
times in a row). Repeat for 10 more times. 

 
Tap downs: 
Objective: Hand-eye coordination and racquet dexterity 
Exercise:  

• Players must hit the ball down to the ground with the racquet by walking around in a circle, first 
forward, then backwards (10 in a row, each direction) 

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Teach the forehand (palm) and backhand grips (knuckles) 
 
Activity 3 Duration: 8 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Two players collaborating 

• Each player requires a racquet and a ball 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
OPTION 1: Hot Ball pass 
Objective: Hand-eye coordination and racquet dexterity 
Exercise: 

• Players A and B hold their racquets facing up. Player A balances a Hot Ball (tennis ball, beanbag, 
large paper ball or foam ball on the strings). The object becomes “The Hot Ball.”  Starting with 
Player A to Player B, they try passing the Hot Ball back and forth from one racquet to the other. 
After 10 successful trials, they move back two steps, so they have to make a gentle toss to get the 
Hot Ball from one racquet to the other.   

 
OPTION 1: Pancake Catch  
Objective: Control of the racquet face 
Exercise: 

• Player A taps the ball up to Player B, who tries to catch the ball on the racquet strings without it 
falling to the ground. At the beginning, they can use their free hand. Go for 5 successful catches in 
a row. After, they must catch the ball on the strings without the free hand. Go for 5 successful 
catches in a row. As they begin to have success, they can start to throw the ball higher, aiming for 
10 catches in a row. 
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Archery 
Objective: Control of the racquet face 
Exercise:  

• Player A holds the racquet frame with both hands, like a steering wheel, looking through forward 
through the strings (like a caged animal). The strings are the target for Player B. 

• Player B stands 5 steps away from Player A, drops a ball, taps it and tries to reach Player A’s 
strings with 5 consecutive attempts. Player A can move the arms to the right, left or up (but not the 
feet) to help Player B score, always keeping the racquet in front of the face.  

• Afterwards, they switch roles and Player B has 5 attempts. Together, they try to score 10 solid hits.  
 
Teaching Cues: 

• Emphasize collaboration in tapping the ball, not hitting. The objective is ball control with continuity. 
 
Activity 4 Duration: 8 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Teams collaborating – Each team requires a racquet and a ball 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
Tap downs Relay: 
Objective: Hand-eye coordination and racquet 
dexterity 
Exercise:  

• Divide the group into teams of minimum 4 
players each and line them up on one side of 
the playing area from where they can run 
forward unobstructed.  

• The first player in each team runs with the 
racquet tapping down the ball on the ground 
and touches the other end of the playing 
area. From there the player taps the ball to 
the next person waiting in line and runs back 
to the end of the line. The first team that 
successfully completes this exercise with all 
players lined up are the winners. 

Variation: Tap-Ups Relay: 
Objective: Hand-eye coordination and racquet 
dexterity 
Exercise:  

• Divide the group into teams of minimum 4 
players each and line them up on one side of 
the playing area from where they can run 
forward unobstructed.  

• The first player in each team runs with the 
racquet tapping the ball up on the strings 
and touches the other end of the playing 
area. From there the player taps the ball to 
the next person waiting in line and runs back 
to the end of the line. The first team that 
successfully completes this exercise with all 
players lined up are the winners. 

  
 

Teaching Cues: 

• Remind students of the grips and point of contact  
 
CLOSING: Duration: 2 minutes 
Questions: Where’s the point of contact? What’s the forehand grip? What’s the backhand grip? 
How to Practice on Your Own: Tap ups, Tap downs, Wall ups, Roll around the racquet, Rallies 
Challenge: Can you tap 20 hits against the wall or with someone else with only 2 mistakes?  
Promote the Next Lesson: We are going to learn the Forehand, Backhand and Volleys  
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LESSON 2 

 

Lesson 2 – Pre-Tennis – PLAY TENNIS Lesson Topic: FUNDAMENTALS 
Grade Level: Elementary School  Lesson Length: 40 minutes 
Learning Outcomes: 

• Cooperation with Partner 

• Define Point of Contact 

• Define Grips 

• Basic Ball Control 

Lesson Objectives: 

• Review Visual Focus 

• Volleys 

• Basic Forehand 

• Basic Backhand 
Equipment Needed: 

• Balls, racquets, nets/obstacles, string, lines, cones, hoops, targets 
Safety Considerations: 

• Individual tasks: Ask students to create a personal space of 4 x 4 steps around themselves 

• In pairs: personal space of 8 x 8 steps 

• Group tasks: each team plays in a space of 16 x 16 steps  
Review Progressions and Video: Volley, Forehand and Backhand progressions. 
 
Warm-up Duration: 5 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Students working individually 

• Each student has a racquet and a ball 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
TAP-UPS: "We tap up the ball on the spot and moving” 
Objective: Hand-eye coordination and racquet dexterity 
Exercise: 

• The ball bounces off the racquet and goes up to eye level, less high, higher, a little higher each 
time, the highest possible (10 times) 

• Add all or any the following variations, always tapping the ball up on the racquet: 
1. follow another student: walking, running, on one foot, jumping with both feet together. 
2. follow a path on the ground (lines, ropes ...); 
3. follow a slalom course: benches, beam, hoops 
4. go up and down steps or benches: moving forward, backward. 

 
TAP DOWNS: "We bounce the ball on the ground” 
Objective: Hand-eye coordination and racquet dexterity 
Exercise: 

• Players must tap the ball down to the ground with the forehand (10 times), then the backhand (10 
times); and then the teacher challenges them to continue with these variations: 

• on the spot by turning on oneself, advancing, retreating, chasing each other 

• following a line; 

• as high as possible, as close possible from the ground, as quickly as possible 
 
STOP and GO: "We juggle and react to signals” 
Objective: Hand-eye coordination and racquet dexterity 
Exercise: 
Students walk separately from each other while the ball rebounds on the forehand side of the racquet. 

• At the 1st signal from the teacher: we tap the ball on the backhand side. 

• At the 2nd signal: we stop walking but the ball still bounces on the racquet. 

• At the 3rd signal: the ball comes to rest on the racquet and we sit down on the floor. 
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Teaching Cues: 

• Remind students of the cues for forehand (palm) and backhand grip (knuckles) 

• Emphasize looking at the seams or shade on the ball while performing the tasks 
 
Activity 1 Duration: 5 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Students first individually, then as a group – Ensure safe space 

• Each student has a racquet and a ball 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
BALANCE and ADAPT: "The waiters' race” 
Objective: Control of racquet face and ball 
Exercise:  

• The teacher lines up the students on one side of the playing area, next to each other. Each 
students holds a racquet with a ball on the strings. 

• On the teacher’s signal, the students must go as fast as possible from one playing area to another. 
The ball always remains on top of the racquet and is always bouncing. 

• At a second signal, the students stop, take a turn around themselves and kneel. . 
 
Variations: The teacher can then introduce any or all of these variations: 

1. Students travel the distance in as few steps as possible; 
2. Students cover the distance in as few ball bounces as possible; 
3. Students create an obstacles course and sort them out 
4. Pairs of two players run together with one ball: at a signal, Player A taps the ball to Player B – 

they exchange the ball after 5 to 10 bounces on their own racquets. 
 
OPTIONAL: BALANCE and CHALLENGE: "Play cat" 
Objective: Control of racquet face and ball under pressure 
Exercise:  

• Divide the students in teams of 4 to 6. Each team plays on a limited area of 26 x 26 feet 
(approximately 8 x 8 steps) 

• All the students tap the ball up on their racquet. One of them is the cat and must try to gently touch 
the other students’ arm (only) without letting his ball fall off the racquet. Whoever loses control of 
the ball becomes the cat. 

• After 3 changes of cat, everyone puts their free hand behind their back and the “cat” intimidates 
everyone without touching them. Whoever loses control of the ball leaves the game for a moment.  

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Emphasize racquet and ball control rather than speed 

• Promote the students’ creativity by letting them add variations if space and time are available 
 
Activity 2 Duration: 10 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Students work in pairs, collaborating with each other by feeding and catching balls. 

• Show the clock face diagram with all the tennis strokes’ contact points, or demonstrate them. 

• Alternative: Use the BJK Eye Coach to help students identify the point of contact in the clock face.  

• Students can grip the racquets from the middle of the shaft and later progress to the grip. 

• Start the progressions with large and light balls (foam, paper, beach ball) or balloons. If the 
students show success, reduce the size of the ball after one or two rounds of progressions. 
Otherwise, continue with large balls. 

• Students play over an obstacle (a net) or a space that separates them to allow for the bounce of 
the ball. 
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Skills and Activity Progression: 

• Explain the position of the Volleys, the Forehand and the Backhand in the clock face diagram. 
 
NEW SKILL: Forehand Volley Progression (grip: palm) 
Objective: learn to hit the forehand volley through the contact point at 10:00 or 2:00 
Exercise: 

• Step 1: Player A feeds a ball and Player B stops the ball with the open palm of the hand "like a 
policeman stopping traffic" at 10:00 if right-handed or at 2:00 if left-handed. After 5 balls, switch 
roles. 

• Step 2: Player B places the palm of the hand near the throat of the racquet and grips it 
comfortably, not tight – and shows the racquet to Player A in the 10:00 or 2:00 position to volley. 
Player A feeds a ball to that target and Player B gently taps the ball back. After 5 balls, they switch 
roles. 

• Step 3: Player B takes the racquet by the middle (shaft), "as if shaking hands with the racquet” and 
shows the racquet to Player A in the 10:00 or 2:00 position to volley. Player A feeds a ball and 
Player B meets the ball in front of the face and body, tapping the ball above the net. They repeat 
the drill 10 times. They switch roles and Player B feeds-and-catches the ball for 10 times. 

 
NEW SKILL: Backhand Volley Progression (grip: knuckles) 
Objective: learn to hit the backhand volley through the contact point 
Exercise: 

• Step 1: Player A feeds a ball and Player B stops the ball with the thumb "as if you were ringing a 
doorbell” at 2:00 if right-handed or at 10:00 if left-handed. 

• Step 2: Player B places the thumb behind the shaft of the racquet with index knuckle higher than 
the other knuckles ("The index knuckle is the King or Queen; the others are its subjects”) - and 
shows the strings to Player A. The free hand can be behind the strings to fix the point of contact. 
Player A feeds a ball to that target and Player B gently taps the ball back. After 5 balls, they switch 
roles. 

• Step 3: Player B takes the racquet close to the grip (or by the grip) "as if shaking hands with the 
racquet” and shows the racquet to Player A in the 10:00 or 2:00 position to volley. Player A feeds a 
ball and Player B meets the ball in front of the face and body, tapping the ball above the net. They 
repeat the drill 10 times. They switch roles and Player B feeds-and-catches the ball for 10 times. 

 
NEW SKILL: Tap-Forehand Progression: 

• Step 1: Player B uses a forehand grip (palm) and shows Player A the forehand volley as a target. 
Player A feeds bounces and taps the ball to the volley target. Player B taps the ball back 5 times in 
a row and then they switch roles. Player A taps 5 forehand volleys. 

• Step 2: Player B lowers the racquet at the height of the pocket and locate the contact point for the 
forehand, in front the body at 3:00 if right-handed or at 9:00 if left-handed. Player A feeds the ball 
and Player B taps it back so Player A can catch it. They repeat the drill for 5 times. They switch 
roles and Player B feeds-and-catches the ball for 5 times. 

• Step 3: Both players tap their forehands, stop the ball at the point of contact, let the ball bounce 
and tap it back, trying to keep a rally for 10 straight shots with only 3 mistakes.  

 
NEW SKILL: Tap-Forehand/Backhand Progression: 

• Step 1: Player B uses a backhand grip (knuckles) and shows Player A the backhand volley as a 
target. Player A feeds bounces and taps the ball with a forehand to the volley target. Player B taps 
the ball back 5 times in a row and then they switch roles. Player A taps 5 forehand volleys. 

• Step 2: Player B lowers the racquet at the height of the pocket and locate the contact point for the 
backhand, in front the body at 0:00 if right-handed or at 3:00 if left-handed. Player A feeds the ball 
with a forehand and Player B taps it back so Player A can catch it. They repeat the drill for 5 times. 
They switch roles and Player B feeds-and-catches the ball for 5 times. 
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• Step 3: Both players alternate tapping forehands and backhand (forehand to backhand/forehand to 
backhand), stopping the ball at the point of contact, letting the ball bounce and tapping it back, 
trying to keep a rally for 10 straight shots with only 3 mistakes.  

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Demonstrate how to feed balls underhand, from low (thigh height) to high (chest height). Show 
them to aim to their peers’ racquet across the net. 

• Show the Grip Change: You change grips from forehand to backhand (and vice versa) to hit one 
stroke or the other with the thumb and index of your free hand. 

• Focus on the Contact Point: remind students where to meet the ball on the clock face image. 
 
Activity 3 Duration: 8 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Two students collaborate with each other in safe space (at least 8 x 8 steps) 

• Each student has a racquet and a ball 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
Target Ball: 
Objective: Hand-eye coordination and racquet control 
Exercise:  

• Divide the group into pairs. The students place one ball on the ground as a target. The students 
then hold a little "bump" rally tapping the ball up in the air and trying to make it land on the ball on 
the ground. The rally continues without interruption, even if the ball bounces twice or irregularly. 
The winner is the student who first hits the target 5 times.  

 
Two Target Ball: 
Objective: Controlled rally with targets (marks on the ground, balls, cones, cardboard, etc.) 
Exercise: 

• Students place a target in front of each other. The targets are 5 steps apart from each other. 
Students rally trying to hit their opponent’s target with forehands and backhands. Whoever hits the 
target 5 times wins. 

• Variation: play the same game over the net or over an obstacle, or by placing the targets at 7 steps 
away. The winner is the one that hits the opponent’s target 5 times.  

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Emphasize the point of contact and collaboration in tapping the ball with continuity 
 
Activity 4 Duration: 8 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• The teacher can choose an option or organize two game stations, depending on time and space 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
OPTION 1: Alone against all 
Objective: Control of racquet face and ball 
Exercise:  

• Divide the group into teams of 4 to 6 players. Player A throws the ball with the racquet over the 
elastic, rope or obstacle. A group of 4 to 6 players are goalkeepers,  

• Each teams plays in a limited area of (16 x 16 steps). Place an elastic, line or rope above one side 
of the area. The obstacle can also be a fence or a “dead zone” where the ball must not bounce. 

• Player A obtains a number of points equal to the number of rebounds inside the playing area; 

• The goalkeeper players must immobilize the ball on their racquet to neutralize Player’s A shot. 
They can use their free hand to do so, but they can get double points for using just the strings. 
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• Player A makes 5 throws in a row and then switches places with one of the goalkeeper players. 
They all keep their own score to compare after the first group rotation. 

 
OPTION 2: The chain 
Objective: Control of racquet face and ball 
Exercise:  

• Equipment: A basket or box containing 10 balls. Divide the group into teams of 4 to 6 players, each 
in a zone of the playing area. Each team has a safe space of 16 x 16 steps. 

• Player A sends the ball to Player B who must control it with the racquet and pass it on to the next 
player without using the hand. The number of rebounds on the ground is unlimited, but the ball is 
lost as soon as it rolls over the ground.  

• The last player of the chain immobilizes the ball on the racquet and places it in a basket or box at 
the end. 

• Variation: the teacher can organize several teams competing simultaneously and ask each one to 
count the total number of rebounds on the ground or the number of balls sent to each basket. The 
competition can run by time as well, to speed up the passes. 

 
Teaching Cues: 

• The transition between immobilizing the ball and starting the bounces is the key to the game  

• The ball is live as long as it doesn’t roll, but the teacher can limit the number of bounces 
 
CLOSING: Duration: 2 minutes 
Questions: What’s the volley’s contact point? What are the forehand and backhand contact point? 
Practice on Your Own: Practice forehands and backhands against the wall or over an obstacle 
Challenge: Who can tap 20 forehands and backhands in a row with only 1 mistake allowed? 
Promote the Next Lesson: We will practice to hit with control and height 
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LESSON 3 

 

Lesson 3 – PLAY TENNIS Lesson Topic: CONTROL FIRST 
Grade Level: Elementary School  Lesson Length: 40 minutes 
Learning Outcomes: 

• Cooperation to Opposition 

• Improved Ball Control 

• Strength Control 

• Build Confidence  

• Challenge Core Skills 

Lesson Objectives: 

• Volleys 

• Forehand 

• Backhand 

• Skill Challenges 

Equipment Needed: 

• Balls, racquets, nets/obstacles, string, lines, cones, hoops, targets 
Safety Considerations: 

• Individual tasks: Ask students to create a personal space of 4 x 4 steps around themselves 

• In pairs: personal space of 8 x 8 steps 

• Group tasks: each team plays in a space of 16 x 16 steps 
Review Progressions and Video: Volleys, Forehand and Backhand progressions 
 
Warm-up Duration: 5 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Students work in pairs in a safe area of 8 x 6 steps 

• Each player has a racquet or paddle and a ball 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
OPTION 1: Feed and Catch with Variations 
Objective: control of the groundstrokes with a relaxed swing 
Exercise: 

• Player A feeds the ball to Player B by hand. Player B hits the ball after the bounce. Player A must 
catch the ball.  

• Step 1: Player A must take a step back after each throw, up to 5 steps (one step per throw). Player 
B must hit when the ball is high after the bounce. Switch roles after 5 hits.  

• Step 2: Player A must catch the ball before the bounce with both hands in front of the body. Player 
B must have a long exhalation with the follow-through of the stroke, saying “Yessss…” Switch roles 
after 5 hits. 

• Step 3: Player A must feed the ball to the forehand of Player B, then to the backhand. Player B 
must try to hit the ball as soon as possible, even trying to volley it off the air. Switch roles after 5 
hits. 

 
OPTION 2: BJK Eye Coach Practice 
Objective: Practice eye focus and full swing groundstrokes 
Exercise: Each student hits 2 forehands and 2 backhands in succession, changing grips, breathing out 
as they follow-through and finish the stroke up at eye level.  
 
Teaching Cues: 

• Catching at different heights to calculate trajectories and establishing the contact point in front 

• Relaxation of the stroke’s swing through long exhalation 
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Activity 1 Duration: 5 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Two players collaborating in undefined safe space 

• Each player has a racquet and a ball 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
SKILLS REVIEW: The Forbidden Zones 
Objective: Hand-eye coordination and stroke precision 
Two students with racquets and tennis balls. Both players determine a zone in front of them where the 
ball must not bounce. Neither the ball nor the player must enter the Forbidden Zone. 

• Step 1: The students rally with forehands and backhands trying to avoid the Forbidden Zone for 20 
strokes in a row, with just 3 mistakes allowed.  

• Step 2: Player A starts the rally with a forehand that must land inside the Forbidden Zone. They 
continue the rally even if the ball does not hit the zone. They rally counting 10 strokes in a row, 
switching who starts the rally. Only 3 mistakes are allowed. 

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Emphasize hitting the ball up and adjusting the feet to the bounce of the ball to hit the ball at the 
point of contact in front of the body 

 
Activity 2 Duration: 10 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Two players collaborating in undefined safe space 

• Each player has a racquet and a ball 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
 BALL CONTROL WITH VARIETY: “Choose 2” Creative Rallies 
Objective: Increase ball control with volleys and groundstrokes with creativity and versatility 
Exercise: 

• Challenge your students to be creative with their rallies, collaborating in pairs. They can combine 
forehands, backhands and volleys in any sequence in a safe space (delimited). Examples: Both 
students hit the ball high in the air, low and just over the net, standing on one foot, hitting all balls 
with two hands on the racquet, hitting with only one hand on the racquet or skipping to get into 
position for the hit. 

• Before starting the Creative Rallies, both must agree on a sequence of 2 challenges: first, second 
and third – and the challenges they will attempt. After those 2, they can create 2 more.  

• Give them a target of hitting at least 6 balls in a row per creative rally and they must keep the ball 
in play as long as possible. You can allow two bounces on the ground for a while, and then only 
just one bounce. 

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Emphasize declaring or announcing the challenges to each other to be clear about the task. 

• Ask each pair to monitor the safety and success rate of the performances.   
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Activity 3 Duration:8 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Students working in pairs. Hoops or targets on the ground. 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
Target Practice (Forehands and Backhands, plus Volleys) 
Objective: Stroke precision, direction of the ball and graduation of the stroke’s strength 
Requirements: 2 lines or targets (hoops) on the ground 
Exercise: 

• Each player must send the ball as close as possible to the opponent’s line or hoop with either 
forehands or backhands. They aim to rally for 10 straight shots with only 3 mistakes allowed. 

• Variation: After they rally for 3 shots in a row, either player can anticipate to hit volleys and try to 
hit the opponent’s target. The rally must continue uninterrupted for as long as possible.   

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Monitor the precision of the shots in relation to the hoops.  

• Remind students to make small adjusting steps to increase the precision of their shots 
 

 
Activity 4 Duration: 8 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Teams of 4 to 8 players each per each playing area. They can stand anywhere in the area. 

• Each player has a racquet. One to three balls per game. 
Skills and Activity Progression: 

Volleyball Tennis (4 to 8 students per area) – Variation: 2 students per team (doubles) 
Objective: Control of groundstrokes and collaboration 
Exercise: 

• The ball must be passed among 3 players of the same team before going over the net.  

• Teams win the point when the ball bounces twice in the opposite side. They can play to 11, 15 or 
21 points.  

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Encourage the use of forehand and backhand grips. Focusing on the point of contact allows for 
better precision. 

• Manage safe distribution of players per area. 
 
CLOSING: Duration: 2 minutes 
Questions: What helped you control the racquet and the ball today? How did exhaling long help you? 
Practice on Your Own: Get together and practice The Forbidden Zone exercise, then play points 
Challenge: Can you hit 10 forehands and backhands against the wall without missing?  
Promote the Next Lesson: We will learn the service next time 
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LESSON 4 

 

Lesson 4 – PLAY TENNIS/Instant Competition Lesson Topic: THREE DIMENSIONS 
Grade Level: Elementary School  Lesson Length: 40 minutes 
Learning Outcomes: 

• Cooperation and Opposition 

• Ball Control and Direction 

• Shots Height and Depth 

• Mini-Service Motion (Half Serve) 

• Station Gaming 

Lesson Objectives: 

• Groundstrokes Review 

• Skill Challenges 

• Mini-Service motion control 

• Competition Games 

Equipment Needed: 

• Racquets, balls, targets, hoops, lines, cones 
Safety Considerations: 

• Delimit the playing areas with lines or dead zones 
Review Progressions and Video: Mini-Service progression 
 
Warm-up Duration: 5 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Option 1: BJK Eye Coach or use of a wall or fence to perform a similar backswing loop task 

• Option 2: Divide the group in teams and mark the area of separation between opposing teams 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
OPTION 1: BJK Eye Coach Game  
Objective: Full forehand and backhand swing practice (backswing loop). 
Exercise:  

• Two players collaborating with the BJK Eye Coach as a tool. Each player has a racquet 

• Player A faces the Eye Coach and Player B places the racquet with the arm extended at pocket 
height. Player A swings over and below Player B’s racquet and hits the ball on the Eye Coach, 
returning to the ready position. Player A hits the ball 5 times in a row and they switch roles.  

 
OPTION 2: Hand Tennis (4 to 8 players per team): 
Objective: Hand-eye coordination and learn tennis scoring 
Equipment: Students play as a team game and without racquets.  
Exercise: 

• One player throws the ball from behind a designated line, net or dead zone area and the opposing 
team must catch the ball after one bounce. Students then throw the ball back across the net and 
the rally develops. 

• If the ball is caught before it bounces, they may throw the ball overarm if it is caught after one 
bounce, they must throw it under-arm. The ball may only bounce once. Score as in tennis: 0-0; 15-
0; 30-0; 40-0; Deuce (win by two point difference) and Game – or up to 7, 11 or 15 points. 

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Encourage catching the ball with one or two hands at the point of contact (clock face image) 

• Show students how to throw over and under arm 
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Activity 1 Duration: 5 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Students work in pairs with a ball or object they can throw overhead to targets 

• Targets on the ground 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
Introduction to the Mini-Service progression: Javelin: 
Objective: To intuitively develop the pronation motion for the service 
Equipment: A ball or any object that can be thrown safely overhead and targets on the wall or ground 
Exercise: 

• Step 1: Place targets on the wall, fence or ground at a distance of at least 8 steps from line.  

• Step 2: The teacher demonstrates the arm throwing action by standing sideways and holding the 
ball or safe object up high, bringing the arm besides the ear, showing the thumb pointing down, 
throwing the ball overhead and showing the thumb pointing down again. Teaching cues: “Thumb 
down – Throw – Thumb down” 

• Step: 3: Line up students sideways in relation to a wall, fence, net or the playing area. Ask 
students to stand sideways and hold the ball besides their ear and check if the thumb is down. 
Then they imitate throwing the ball overhead and check that their thumb is down. 

• Step 4: The students try to hit a target in front of them without moving their front foot (they can lift 
the heel of their back foot). If they don’t reach the target, they should stand where their ball landed 
and throw overhead from there. Whoever hits the targets 5 times wins. 
Variation: line-up the students facing each other and they throw the ball to each other, checking 
the position of each other’s thumbs in each throw. 

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Demonstrate the “Thumb down – Throw – Thumb down” pronation  

• The students try to hit a target in front of them without moving their front foot (they can lift the heel 
of their back foot). 

 
Activity 2 Duration: 10 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Students working in pairs within a safe area of 8 x 6 steps 

• Place targets 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
NEW SKILL: Mini (Half) Service Progression for the Students: 

1. Line up the students facing a wall or a fence with a racquet and a ball 
2. Ask students to grip the racquet and hammer the ball with the edge of the racquet 
3. Ask students to extend their racquet arm forward towards 12:00 o’clock on a clock face 
4. Ask students to toss up a ball to 12 o’clock and tap it lightly (5 times) 
5. Ask students to stand sideways, tap the ball to 12 o’clock to face the wall while lifting their back 

heel. 
6. Pair up students facing each other a minimum of 8 steps, with or without a net in-between 
7. Player A feeds the ball to Player B, who taps the ball at 12:00 o’clock and catches the ball. 

Player B feeds the ball to Player B who taps the ball at 12:00 o clock. 
8. Player B stands sideways and taps his/her back with the racquet. He or she points up with the 

free hand. Player A feeds the ball and Player B stops the ball at 12:o’clock.  
9. Then, Player B tosses up the ball and taps back at 12:00 o clock back to Player A, who does 

the same motion. 
10. After 10 successful taps to each other, both players add the follow-through of their mini-serves 

on the opposite leg (like a curtsy), with their knuckles facing outward. They practice the mini-
serves for 10 more taps.  
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Mini-Service Practice Games: 
OPTION 1: Bullseye: 
Objective: Accuracy of Mini-Service 
Equipment: Hoops (or targets). Each player requires a racquet and at least one ball. 
Exercise:  

• Suspend the hoops or targets above the net or lay them on the court. You can also draw targets or 
stick them on a wall or fence.  

• Divide the students in teams according to the number of targets. Students hit a Mini-Serve into the 
"bullseye” trying to hit the target. They count the hits and the winner is the first to get 5 hits.  

 
OPTION 2: Moving Target Practice: 
Objective: Mini-Service review and accuracy 
Equipment: Two balls and one racquet per player 
Exercise:  

• Place several targets in the playing area, on the ground, on the perimeter (walls, fence) and also 
baskets and receptacles at different heights. Divide the students in teams of two.  

• The players on each team take it in turns to hit an assigned target with a Mini (Half) Serve. They 
have two tries each and they move to another target. The first team to hit 5 targets wins. The game 
played by time as well.  

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Forehand Grip or Hammer the Ball with the racquet edge 

• Extend your racquet arm forward towards 12:00 o’clock 

• Tap the ball at 12:00 o’clock 

• Tap your back and tap the ball at 12:o’clock 

• Tap your back and tap the ball at 12:o’clock and follow-through on the opposite leg 
 
Activity 3 Duration: 8 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Line up the students in pairs, separated by at least 8 steps, with an obstacle or dead zone in-
between. If possible, mark a dividing line in the dead zone (see diagram below).  

Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
Mini-Serve and Return of Serve 
Objective: Coordinate the Mini-Service with a response and explore 
height/depth variations 
Exercise: 

• STEP 1: Player A serves a Mini-Serve into the dead zone and Player B 
returns the ball with a forehand or backhand anywhere. They keep the 
rally going for 10 shots with only 3 mistakes allowed. They switch serves 
and continue the rally. (Allow two bounces if the rallies are too short) 

• STEP 2: Player A serves a Mini-Serve into the dead zone and Player B 
returns it, but afterwards both players must avoid the dead zone at all 
costs. They play points switching serves every point up to 7 or 11 points. 
 

Teaching Cues: 

• Check the toss height on the Mini-Serves.  

• Allow two bounces if the rallies are too short.  

• Encourage hitting high, deep balls on Step 2 and adjusting the footwork to find the contact point. 
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Activity 4 Duration: 8 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Two or more teams. All players require a racquet and each team requires one ball and spares 

• Ensure sufficient separation between the teams, so they can run on a straight line 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
Tap and Bounce Serve Race: 
Objective: Hand-eye coordination, racquet dexterity and control of groundstrokes 
Exercise: 

• Divide the class into two or more teams and line them up at the end of the playing area.  

• Place a marker dividing the playing area into two equal halves.  

• The first player (Player A) in each team runs to the opposite end of the playing area, touches it and 
returns to the middle marker tapping-and-bouncing the ball on the ground. Player A must stop must 
stop by the marker and hit a controlled Mini-Serve to the next person waiting in line in their team. 
The next player must catch the ball and then repeat the exercise.  

• The team that successfully completes the exercise with all players lined up after Player A are the 
winners. If time allows it, they can play several rounds.  

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Ask students to run on a straight line while tapping and bouncing the ball 

• If they lose control of the ball, they must pick it up and continue on a straight line (for safety) 

• Each team must have at least two spare balls in case the Mini-Serves go out of bounds 
 
CLOSING: Duration: 2 minutes 
Questions: What are the keys for Mini-Serve success?  
Practice on Your Own: Practice Mini-Serves with targets and play for points in a small area or court 
Challenge: Try to hit at least 5 Mini-Serves out of 10 into a target or into a large box  
Promote the Next Lesson: Next time, we will practice the Serve and play games for points 
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LESSON 5 

 

Lesson 5 - PLAY TENNIS/Instant Competition Lesson Topic: EXPLORATIONS 
Grade Level: Elementary School  Lesson Length: 40 minutes 
Learning Outcomes: 

• Active Opposition 

• Station Gaming for Points 

• Explore Tactical Variations 

• Full Service motion (optional) 

• Learn Tennis Scoring 

Lesson Objectives: 

• All Strokes Review 

• Full Service motion (optional) 

• Group Challenges 

• Competition Games 

• Scoring Types 
Equipment Needed: Racquets, balls, targets, hoops, cones, drawings, lines, boxes, tape, ties.  
Safety Considerations: Pay attention to the play area dimensions suggested for each Activity 
Review Progressions and Video: Mini-Service and Full Service Motion  
 
Warm-up Duration: 5 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Students play in groups of 6 in safe areas to run on a straight line without obstacles 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
OPTION 1: The simple merry-go-round 
Objective: ball control, precision and running 
Exercise: 

• A student alone (Player 1) faces across the net a group of five students, numbered from 2 to 6. 

• Start of the game: Player 2 taps the ball and goes to back of the line, in the last position.  

• Player 1 (alone) returns the ball, which is returned by Player 3, who goes to the back of the line. 
Any player hitting in line who loses the point stands aside for a moment, which forces the 
remaining players to play faster rotations.  

• The last remaining player becomes Player 1 and a new rotation starts. 
 
OPTION 2: The double merry-go-round 
Objective: ball control, precision and running  
Exercise: 
Same playing principle as the simple merry-go-round but two teams clash. 

• Two teams of 5 to 6 players each facing each other across the net. 

• Player 1 has a line of players behind him or her. 

• Player 1 on Team A taps the ball to Player 1 of Team B across the net and goes to the back of the 
line. Any player hitting in line who loses the point stands aside for a moment, which forces the 
remaining players to play faster rotations.  

• The last remaining player becomes Player 1 and a new rotation starts. 
 
Teaching Cues: 

• Control: show students how to run, stop and tap the ball, instead or overrunning and hitting 

• Emphasize tapping the ball at the point of contact in front of the body, not behind it 
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Activity 1 Duration: 5 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
REVIEW OF THE MINI-SERVE:  
Mini-Serve and Return of Serve 
Objective: Coordinate the Mini-Service with a response 
Exercise: 

• Line up the students in pairs, separated by at least 8 steps, with an optional obstacle or dead zone 
in-between. 

• Player A serves a Mini-Serve and Player B returns the ball with a forehand or backhand. Player A 
serves 5 times and then they switch roles. The return must bounce in front of Player A. 

• If space allows it, both players step back 2 steps and continue to serve 5 times each with forehand 
and backhand returns. The precision of the return is important, so Player A can catch the ball.  

 
SERVICE GAME: Service Pinball: 
Objective: Control of the direction of the Mini-serves 
Equipment: Each player with a racquet or one racquet per team, 4 balls per team. Place targets on 
walls, fences, floor (hoops, cones, drawings, lines, boxes). 
Exercise:  

• Pair up students and assign a target to each pair, 8 steps away from them.  

• The students take turns to serve their ball and hit the target. The goal is precision, force or speed 
do not count. After 5 attempts each, they can rotate in order as indicated by the teacher or they can 
trade targets with other pairs. The first pair to reach 10 target hits wins. 

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Emphasize a relaxed toss on the service motion to reach up with the racquet arm fully extended 
 
 
Activity 2 Duration: 10 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
(OPTIONAL) The PE Teacher can decide if the class has the coordination level to try this 
progression. If they continue with Mini-Serves, they will eventually coordinate both arms 
simultaneously for a complete motion. 
 
OPTIONAL NEW SKILL: FULL SERVICE MOTION Progression: 
Full Service Progression: 

• Coordination of both arms on the Full Service:  
1) Down Together, Up Together: Stand sideways, your feet separated at shoulder width. The 

toes are parallel to each other and point "like an arrow” to the target on the other side of the 
net. Point with your racquet to the other side of the net. Drop both arms together and raise 
them together (“down together, up together”). 

2) Up Together and Catch: Hold a ball in your free hand. Drop both arms together and raise 
them together. As you raise them, release the ball and catch it with your free hand. (Don’t hit it 
yet). 

3) Up Together, Tap and Finish: Hold a ball in your free hand. Drop both arms together and 
raise them together. As you raise them, release the ball and hit it gently with the racquet 
upward, finishing the serve on the opposite leg, knuckles facing upward. Breathe out with the 
follow-through. Make sure you finish the serve in balance (not falling over or to the sides).  
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Beat the Croc [Mini-serves or Full Serves]: 
Objective: Service accuracy and scoring 
Equipment: Two teams of 2 students facing each other in pairs. The teams are distanced 12 steps from 
each other, with an obstacle or a dead zone in-between them (where the crocodile lives). Each player 
has a racquet and a ball.  
Exercise:  

• Step 1: Students serve the ball to the player in front of them, catching the ball and serving back (5 
times each). The goal is to avoid the dead zone where the croc lives.  

• Step 2: Students serve the ball to the player across from them, catching the ball and serving back 
(5 times each) 

• Step 3: Students switch partners and serve across from each other and returning the ball with a 
forehand (5 times each). The team that played both the serve and the return avoiding the dead 
zone scores a point. The team that scores 5 clean points wins. They can restart the count until they 
obtain the desired score.  

 
Teaching Cues: 

• The students can serve Mini-serves or Full Motion Serves, no restrictions.  

• If they are serving Full Serves, emphasize control of the ball (no power or speed) 
 
Activity 3 Duration: 8 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Pair up students, each one has a racquet and balls 

• The playing area has a minimum of 8 x 6 steps with an obstacle or dead zone in the middle 

• If available, organize playing areas of 14 x 7 steps for better control of Mini-serves and Full serves 

• If possible, mark the perimeter of each playing area with lines or tape, including a net or dead zone 

• Students serve as they wish, keep their own score and resolve any dispute by replaying the point 

• Each player serves 2 points and has 2 chances to get the ball in with the serve 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
INSTANT COMPETITION: Playing singles matches with challenges 
Objective: to engage in competition (active opposition) and practice scoring 
Exercise: 
NOTE: The students can serve as they wish: Mini-serves or Full serves (underhand if too difficult) 
The teacher can organize singles matches to 5 or 7 points between pair of students, alternating 
servers. The teacher can select one, several or all of the following challenges to engage the students, 
depending on time and space available:  

• Player A serves, Player B returns and they play out the point. Switch servers every 2 points. 

• Serve, rally 3 times over the net. After, any short ball can be attacked and followed to the net. 

• One player starts receiving with a 4-1 lead 

• One player starts serving down 1-4 

• Games without serve: put three balls in play before the point begins (encourages consistency) 

• Games without serve: No points awarded for hitting winners (encourages consistency) 
 
Variation: The challenges can be organized as stations with rotations by score or time, especially if the 
teacher eliminates Activity 4 to extend the playing time for singles. 
 
Teaching Cues: 

• The most important aspect is to let the students experience competition with opposition 

• Monitor the success ratio and adapt the serving motions so they can play points 
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Activity 4 Duration: 8 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Each group of 2 players is a team.  

• If available, organize playing areas of 14 x 7 steps for better control of Mini-serves and Full serves. 
Ideally, provide an area of 16 x 12 steps for each team. 

• Mark the limits of the playing area and provide a net, line, obstacle or dead zone in the middle. 

• Mark the limits of the service boxes with lines, targets or cones, so the students can give direction 
to their serves. 

Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
INSTANT COMPETITION: DOUBLES (Two Players at each side of the net) 

• The players can serve as they wish (Mini-serve, Full serve or underhand). 

• The services can alternate every four points. Matches are played to the best of 7 or 11 points. 
Players can switch sides every 8 points, if depending on the orientation of the sun. They can play 
in a one-up/one-down formation or both players at the back depending on the configuration of the 
playing area.  

• In the one up/one down formation, the player at the net can actively seek to poach (intercept) the 
opponents’ shots with volleys and overheads.  

• In the both-back formation, the players can decide when to attack the net, or play defensively. 
 
Teaching Cues: 

• Let students explore playing with a teammate and find their positioning in the playing area 

• Encourage them to intercept high balls with volleys and attack short balls by going to the net 
 
CLOSING: Duration: 2 minutes 
Questions: What helps you control the direction and force of the serve? 
Practice on Your Own: Practice full service motions and aim to targets on the wall or the ground 
Challenge: Play short matches with someone else on small courts, serving every two points 
Promote the Next Lesson: We will play more competitive games and challenges for points 
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LESSON 6 

 

Lesson 6 - PLAY TENNIS/Instant Competition Lesson Topic: CHALLENGES 
Grade Level: Elementary School  Lesson Length: 40 minutes 
Learning Outcomes: 

• All Strokes Review 

• Space Challenges 

• Competition Games 

• Learn Tie-Breakers (optional) 

Lesson Objectives: 

• Opposition 

• Review All Technique (Essential Cues) 

• Integrate Tactical Overview 

• Learn Tie-Break Scoring (optional) 

• How to Continue Playing 
Equipment Needed: Balls, racquets, nets/obstacles, string, lines, cones, hoops, targets 
Safety Considerations:  

• Students mark the playing areas as suggested in each Activity (16 x 16), (14 x 17) or (16 x 12)  
 
Warm-up Duration: 5 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
BALL DIRECTION: Four by Four 
Objective: Ball control and direction 
Exercise:  

• Divide the class into teams of 4 students. Each team marks a safe area of at least 16 x 16 steps, 
divided in 4 quadrants (with targets, hoops, cones, etc.). Each quadrant has a student inside it.  

• A student taps the ball to any quadrant and the student inside it keeps the rally going by aiming at 
another quadrant. They try to reach 20 taps with only 3 mistakes allowed. The first team to 
complete 20 taps first wins.  

• Variation: Play by time. The team that has the most taps wins. 
 
Teaching Cues: 

• Students can tap the ball with forehands and backhands changing grips 

• Variation: allow two bounces and/or two taps to keep the continuity of the game 
 
Activity 1 Duration: 5 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Students play in pairs. Each player has a racquet a ball 

• The students mark the playing areas and segments with flat targets or chalk 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
INSTANT COMPETITION: Intentional Space Challenges 
Objective: Accuracy of shots and design of alternative target areas 
Exercise:  

• The pairs of students divide the court into 2 segments and each segment has a different point 
score. The segments can be of any size within the playing area and are marked by flat targets or 
writing with chalk. 

• The students rally and try to score points by hitting each target and adding the points. If they volley 
and hit the target, it counts double. The winner is the student with the most points after the time 
expires.  

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Remind students to add the scores as they hit the targets.  
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Activity 2 Duration: 10 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

 
Challenge: Changing the Playing Space and Court-size dimensions 
Objective: to adapt to all shapes of playing areas and exercise creativity 

• This is an opportunity to give students creative license to free themselves from the typical shapes 
of sports: square, rectangle and circle. Invite them to play in irregular areas (without exaggeration), 
such as the proposed in the Court Diagrams 5 – 6 – 7 and 8 above. 

• The teacher can propose a maximum of 16 x 12 steps for the areas or let the students decide.  

• The students can decide on the obstacles and scoring for their matches.  

• The teacher manages the time and announces that all matches will end with a specific signal. 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
INSTANT COMPETITION: Playing singles matches with space and game challenges 
Objective: to engage in competition (active opposition) within unusual playing area dimensions. 
Exercise: 
The teacher can organize singles matches to 7 points between pair of students, switching serves every 
2 points. The teacher can select one, several or all of the following challenges to engage the students, 
depending on time and space available: 

• Serve and wait for the return, then forcefully go to the net to play out the point.  

• Each player is allowed only 1 service and can choose to attack or defend. 

• Both players are allowed to reverse the score one time during the game, if they are losing. 
 
 
Teaching Cues: 

• Ensure that the playing area of one team does not invade the others, so it’s safe for all 

• If the students are engaged, keep on playing singles through Activity 3 

• The teacher can decide to shift Activity 3 into Activity 4 or modify both of them, depending on 
the level of enthusiasm and engagement of the class. 

• As the last PLAY TENNIS Lesson, it should end on a high note and lead to an After School 
tennis program, the students playing on their own or a structured Tennis Program, as available. 
Whichever Activity can drive up the enthusiasm of the class, it can be the right one. 
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Activity 3 Duration: 8 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Each group of 2 players is a team.  

• If available, organize playing areas of 14 x 7 steps for better control of Mini-serves and Full serves. 
Ideally, provide an area of 16 x 12 steps for each team. 

• Mark the limits of the playing area and provide a net, line, obstacle or dead zone in the middle. 

• Mark the limits of the service boxes with lines, targets or cones, so the students can give direction 
to their serves. 

Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
OPTIONAL: DOUBLES (Two Players at each side of the net) 

• The players can serve as they wish (Mini-serve, Full serve or underhand). 

• The services can alternate every four points. Matches are played to the best of 7 or 11 points. 
Players can switch sides every 8 points, if depending on the orientation of the sun. They can play in 
a one-up/one-down formation or both players at the back depending on the configuration of the 
playing area.  

• In the one up/one down formation, the player at the net can actively seek to poach (intercept) the 
opponents’ shots with volleys and overheads.  

• In the both-back formation, the players can decide when to attack the net, or play defensively. 
 
Teaching Cues: 

• Challenge students to play in a one-up/one-down formation to explore how it feels 

• Encourage them to intercept high balls with volleys and attack short balls by going to the net 
 
Activity 4 Duration: 8 minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

• Teams of 4 students, playing in pairs within a safe area of 14 x 7 steps minimum 

• Mark the net or obstacle and a serving area, divided by a central line (to hit crosscourt shots) 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
OPTIONAL – GROUP COMPETITION: DINGLES 

• Each team of 2 students will start on the baseline on each side of the playing area. 

• Each team starts the rally by feeding a ball to the opposite area crosscourt. Two balls are now in 
play simultaneously and two singles rallies develop. 

• They keep the singles rallies going crosscourt until one player misses at which point they yell out 
“Dingles!” Then, the remaining ball that is still in play turns into a doubles point with all four players 
participating until the point is over.  

• Once a team gets to 5 points, they exchange a player on each team and keep the game going. 

• Variation: a team only earns a point if they “win both balls” by winning the singles AND doubles 
points. 

 
Teaching Cues: 

• Ensure that the crosscourt shots are within the safe limits of the playing area 
 
CLOSING: Duration: 2 minutes 
Questions: How would you like to continue playing tennis? How can we help you be a tennis player? 
Practice on Your Own: Now you can continue improving with a wall, targets and friends in any playing 
area, a public tennis court, a park or at the school. Use tennis to make friends and enjoy your progress. 
Challenge: In just a few weeks of practice, you can be playing matches on a regular tennis court 
How to Keep Playing Tennis: Go to the USTA.com website to find what they offer in your area 
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ADDITIONAL PRE-TENNIS AND PLAY TENNIS GAMES 

 

PRE-TENNIS GAMES 

BASIC HAND-EYE COORDINATION GAMES 

LOW-SKILLS: ONE-PLAYER ACTIVITIES  

 

Requirements: 

• 2 to 4 inflated balloons 

• 1 or 2 ultra-light scarfs, or cloth, or supermarket plastic bags 

• 1 or 2 tennis balls 

• A tennis racquet, paddle or short stick (that can’t pierce the balloons) 
 

The following One-player and Two-player activities help develop hand-eye coordination and 
reaction speed. They can also be included as part of the Warm-up section of the Lessons.  

Exercise 1 (20 times total): 

1. Hold the racquet or short stick. Lift up a balloon with your free hand. Tap the balloon with 
it and then with the hand.    

2. Then switch the racquet or stick to the other hand and tap with the free hand. 

Exercise 2 (20 times total): 

1. Hold the racquet or short stick. Lift up a balloon with your free hand. Tap the balloon with 
it and then with the thumb.    

2. Then switch the racquet or stick to the other hand and tap with the free thumb. 

Exercise 3 (20 times total): 

1. Tap up the balloon with the racquet or short stick. Tap the balloon with the back of your 
hand. 

2. Then tap the balloon with the racquet or short stick twice, and twice with the free hand 
(once with the palm, once with the back).   

Exercise 4 (20 times total): 

Lift 2 balloons up.  Tap each balloon with a different hand. 

Exercise 5 (20 times total): 

Grab a balloon by the knot.  Use it to tap up another balloon. 

Exercise 6 (20 times total):  

Tap a balloon up and keep tapping it with one elbow, then the other one. 

Exercise 7 (20 times total): 

Tap up a balloon and hit it with a tennis ball to keep it up in the air. 
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Exercise 8 (10 times total): 

1. Grab a piece of cloth or a plastic bag. Toss it up in the air and catch it by your ankles 
before it hits the floor.   

2. Switch hands to catch it 

Exercise 9 (10 times total): 
1. Put the cloth or plastic bag in your head, covering your face.  Blow on it, turn around 

once and catch it.   
2. Do it again, and turn in the opposite direction to catch it. 

Exercise 10 (10 times total): 
1. Toss the cloth or plastic bag up, clap 5 times and catch it. 
2. Then clap 10 times and catch it. 

Exercise 11 (10 times total): 
1. Toss 2 cloths or plastic bags up, count to 5 and catch both. 
2. Toss both up, clap 5 times and catch both. 

Exercise 12 (10 times total): 
1. Toss up the cloth or plastic bag, do a forehand swing, catch the cloth or bag and finish 

around your neck. 
2. Tossup the cloth or plastic bag, do a backhand swing catch the cloth or bag and finish 

around your neck.  

Exercise 13 (10 times total): 
1. Toss up the cloth or plastic bag, do a forehand swing, catch the cloth or bag at your 

ankles. 
2. Tossup the cloth or plastic bag, do a backhand swing catch the cloth or bag at your 

ankles. 

Exercise 14 (20 times total): 
1. Toss up a balloon, tap up with the racquet or stick 2 times above your head, then finish 

the stroke at your opposite pocket or waist.  Catch the balloon with your free hand. 

2. Then tap 1 time and finish.  Catch the balloon with your free hand. 
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THROW AND CATCH 

• Objective: throw and catch a ball 

• Instrument: a slow ball (foam ball, large rubber or beach ball) 

THROW and CATCH ALONE: 

Organization: each student alone, anywhere in the playing area 

1. Bounce the ball against the ground and catch it 
2. Throw the ball up in the air and catch it 
3. Walk or run and bounce the ball against the ground and catch it 
4. Walk or run and throw the ball in the air and catch it 

 
REBOUND and CATCH ALONE: 
Organization: each student alone, facing a wall or rebounder 

• Throw the ball against the wall, let it bounce on the ground and catch it in the air 

• Throw the ball against the wall and catch it in the air 

• Throw the ball against the ground close to the wall and catch it in the air after hitting the wall 

• Mark targets on the wall, throw the ball against them and catch it in the air 

• Throw the ball against the wall from different distances. Catch the ball in the air or after one 
bounce 

 
THROW and CATCH IN PAIRS: 
Organization: Two students collaborate, anywhere in the playing area 

• Throw the ball to each other and catch it in the air 

• Bounce the ball against the ground so the partner can catch it in the air 

• Walking or running, bounce the ball against the ground and catch it in the air, taking turns 
 
THROW and CATCH IN GROUPS: 
Organization: A student feeder standing in front of a line of 5 to 7 students 

• The student feeder bounces the ball on the ground to the first student in line. This student 
throws the ball back in the air to the student feeder, runs behind him/her and goes to the 
back of the line of students. 

• The student feeder must only bounce the ball when there are at least two students in front of 
him/her, to sustain the rhythm of the game. 
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TAPPING: HANDS AND BALL  

• Objective: strike a ball with the hand only 

• Instrument: each student has a slow ball or a tennis ball (if the students succeed at catching 
and throwing) 

HAND TAPS ALONE: 

Organization: each student alone, anywhere in the playing area 
1. Bounce the ball against the ground with one hand repeatedly (10 times) and then with the 

other one (10 times) 
2. Bounce the ball against the ground and within a hoop or target with the dominant hand (10 

times), then switch to the other hand (10 times) 
3. Bounce the ball against the ground alternating hands without interruption for 100 times total 
4. Bounce the ball against the ground with either hand while running, jumping forward or 

backwards, with both feet together, etc. 

 

HAND TAPS IN PAIRS: 

Organization: Two players collaborating, anywhere in the playing area 
1. Bounce the ball against the ground with the dominant hand 
2. Bounce the ball against the ground alternating the right and left hand 
3. Bounce the ball against the ground with either hand while running, jumping forward or 

backwards, with both feet together, etc. 
4. Bounce the ball against the ground alternating hands without interruption for 100 times total 
5. Bounce the ball against the ground and within a hoop or target with the dominant hand (10 

times), then switch to the other hand (10 times) 

 

HAND TAPS WITH OBSTACLES: 

Organization: Two players collaborating, anywhere in the playing area 
1. The students bounce the ball on the ground and tap it with their hand, keeping the rally 

going for 20 times with only 3 mistakes allowed 
2. The students continue the rally but moving in different ways (on one leg, moving backwards, 

jumping with both feet together, climbing and descending from a bench, etc.) for 20 times 
with only 3 mistakes allowed 

3. The students put an obstacle between them (cones, dead zone, bench, net, string, etc.) and 
continue the rally over the obstacle for 20 times with only 3 mistakes allowed 

 

HAND TAPS IN GROUPS: 

Organization: Teams of 2 to 4 students with obstacles in front of each team. 
1. Team A throws the ball to Team B bouncing it on the ground and around the obstacles. 

Team B catches the ball bounces it back. 
2. Team A throws the ball to Team B around and over the obstacles and Team B returns it. 
3. Tennis with bouncing ball: the Teams return the ball to the opposite side after the second 

bounce of the ball an over the obstacle. They count to 7 (first to 7 wins) and change serve 
every two points. 
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TWO-PLAYER ACTIVITIES (COLLABORATION) 

 

Roll Ball Tennis 

• Standing about 5 feet apart, two students roll the ball back and forth to each other. Each 
player will roll the ball with his or her racquet and stop it before rolling the ball back on a 
straight line. See how many rolls and stops they can get in a row without mistakes or 
deviations. 

• As a variation, let students use their foot to stop the ball before rolling it back, or change the 
size of the ball. A larger ball, like a playground or soccer ball, is easier to track and stop. 

 

Hot Ball pass 

• Players A and B hold their racquets facing up. Player A balances a Hot Ball, beanbag, large 
paper ball or foam ball on the strings. The object becomes “The Hot Ball.”  

• Starting with Player A to Player B, they try passing the Hot Ball back and forth from one 
racquet to the other. After 10 successful trials, they move back two steps, so they have to 
make a gentle toss to get the Hot Ball from one racquet to the other.  

• Add a challenge by tossing the Hot Ball low, high and even adding a creative catch, such as 
standing on one leg, between the legs, just above the ground, on one knee, etc. Challenge 
students to be creative with her catch. 

 

Sleeping Ball 

• Have your students balance a ball on the strings of their racquet and walk around randomly.  

• While walking around, have them stop, drop the ball off the racquet, let it bounce and catch 
the ball back on the racquet. Students may have to use their hands to trap the ball on the 
strings. 

• After several successful catches, challenge them to practice to just use the racquet face and 
let the ball rest on the strings without falling. The ball is now “sleeping” on their strings. 

• Challenge them to have 5 successful catches with only 3 mistakes allowed. You can then 
reduce the mistakes allowed to 2 and later to only 1. 

 

Multi Bounce 

• Using a tennis ball, Player A tosses the ball up high in the air so Player B can catch it after 
the bounce. To develop tracking skills, Player A can call out one, two or three and have 
Player B catch the ball after the announced number of bounces. Player B tosses the ball 
and calls the bounces next. 

• Remind students to toss it high enough to give the other player time to move and catch, 
especially when using multiple bounces. 

 

Swing-Throw Ball 

• Using a playground ball and a rope or string as a net, students throw the ball back and forth 
using two hands and a release from the side. The rotation will be similar as when hitting a 
forehand and backhand. You can allow multiple bounces if necessary, or limit it to 3 
bounces maximum. 

• As they improve, they can throw the ball alternating sides to practice swing rotations.  
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Football Serve Throw (Teaching Forearm Pronation for the Tennis Service) 

• Nerf footballs are softer, smaller and lighter and are excellent for developing the proper 
overhand serving motion. Ask two or more students to throw the Nerf football back and forth 
using the overhand throwing motion and try for a tight spiral after the release. 

• Important: this is an opportunity to show the Service Pronation action by showing students 
the Forearm Pronation.  

• Hold the Nerf football with your serving hand and show students your thumb down 
(pointing down to your shoulder).  

• As you extend the arm slowly in the throwing motion, your thumb becomes horizontal to 
the ground and finishes pointing down to the ground after releasing the ball. The full arm 
action is like a karate punch up in the air.  

• Students can memorize it as “Thumb down at the start, thumb down after release). 
Gripping a tennis racquet to serve a tennis ball follows the same Forearm Pronation 
action.  

 

Racquet Dash 

• Two players face each other balancing a racquet with the top of the frame on the ground 
and the handle pointing up. At the count of three, they switch places and catch each other’s 
racquet without letting the racquet fall on the ground.  

• After 5 or 10 successful trials, tell them to move back a half step at a time and see how far 
you can go without letting the racquets drop. 

 

Flash Ball Drop 

• Player A faces Player B and has a ball in both hands and arms extended at shoulder height. 
Player B stands two steps away. Player A drops one ball and Player B runs and catches the 
ball after one bounce.  

• Player A moves slightly back after each successful drop, bounce and catch. After 5 
successful catches, they switch roles.  

 

What’s My Name? 

• Player A has one ball and Player B is standing 6 feet in front of Player A and facing the 
same direction. (Player B’s back is to Player A.)  

• Player A tosses the ball up and calls out the name of Player B. Player B has to turn around 
and catch the ball after one bounce. After 5 to 10 successful catches, they switch roles. 

• Variation: include Player C alongside Player B and have Player A call one of their names. 
After 5 successful catches, they rotate roles.  
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TWO-PLAYER BALL RALLIES (COLLABORATION) 

 

Tap-and-Bounce Rally 

Pair up two students on either side of the net. Player A self-rallies (tap up and bounce) the ball 
once and hits it over the net. Player B does the same self-rally (tap up and bounce) before 
hitting it over the net. This can be done with one, two or three self-rallies, and can be done on 
both the forehand and backhand sides. 

 

Krazy Rallies 

Challenge your students to be creative with their rallies, in pairs —both hit ball high in the air, 
low and just over the net, standing on one foot, hitting all balls with two hands on the racquet, 
hitting with only one hand on the racquet or skipping to get into position for the hit. They keep 
the ball in play al song as possible. You can allow two bounces for a while, and then only just 
one bounce. 

 

Under and Over Rallies 

• Player B will mini-rally with Player A over a line or low obstacle. This could be a string or 
rope tied between two chairs, a ladder or a portable net. Foam balls are best because they 
move slowly through the air and travel a limited distance.  

• They can rally using one or two bounces, first under the rope for 10 strokes, then over the 
rope for another 10 strokes, and then alternating under and over the rope for 10 strokes.  

 

FOUR-PLAYER RALLIES (COLLABORATION) 
 
BALL DIRECTION (Left/Right): Four by Four 
Objective: Ball control and direction 
Exercise:  

• Divide the group into teams of 4 students. Each team marks a safe area of at least 8 x 8 
steps, divided in 4 quadrants (with targets, hoops, cones, etc.). Each quadrant has a student 
inside it.  

• A student taps the ball to any quadrant and the student inside it keeps the rally going. They 
try to reach 20 taps with only 3 mistakes allowed. The first team to complete 20 taps first 
wins.  

• Variation: Play by time. The team that has the most taps wins. 
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PLAY TENNIS GAMES 

 

BASIC RACQUET AND BALL CONTROL 

 

EXAMPLES: WATCH THE PLAY TENNIS WALL VIDEO 

 

WALL FOREHANDS AND BACKHANDS 

Organization: individual tasks, facing a wall 
1. Mark a point or small target on the wall and mark a line on the ground, two steps away from 

the wall. The student bounces the ball on the ground and hits a forehand towards the target 
on the ball. The ball must rebound and bounce beyond the line on the ground, not before it. 
Rally 20 times with only 3 mistakes allowed. 

2. Repeat the exercise above with only backhands. Rally 20 times with only 3 mistakes 
allowed. 

3. Repeat the exercise above alternating two forehands with two backhands consecutively. 
Rally 20 times with only 3 mistakes allowed. 

 

WALL VOLLEYS 

Organization: individual tasks, facing a wall 
1. Forehand volley: Tap the ball 2 times on the strings and then tap it toward the wall. Catch 

the rebound on the strings, tap it 2 times and repeat for 20 times with 5 mistakes allowed. 

• As in above, tap the ball 1 time on the strings and then tap it toward the ball. Catch 
the rebound on the strings, tap it 2 times and repeat for 20 times with 5 mistakes 
allowed. 

• Aiming high on the wall, tap the ball as many times as possible consecutively. Aim 
for 10 taps in a row with 3 mistakes allowed. 

2. Backhand volley: repeat the process of point 1 above with the backhand grip and volley. 
3. Forehand and Backhand volleys: Tap the ball 2 times on the strings with a forehand volley 

and then tap it toward the wall. Catch the rebound on the strings with the backhand volley, 
tap it 2 times and repeat for 20 times with 5 mistakes allowed. 

 

TAP UP VARIATIONS 

Objective: ball control with simplified strokes 

Instruments: wooden paddle, small racquet and slow balls 

Organization: individual tasks, anywhere in the playing area 
1. Tap the ball up on the racquet for as many times as possible within one minute 
2. Feed the ball with the non-dominant hand and let it bounce on the ground. Tap the ball up, 

forward, at head’s height, and let it bounce. After the bounce, tap it to the right, take a 
couple of steps and tap it again forward. After the bounce, tap it again to the left. Continue 
tapping up and forward, then to the right, and then to the left for 20 times in a row. 
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TAP UP PASSES 
 
Organization: in pairs, anywhere in the playing area 
1. Player A taps the ball up with the forehand 3 consecutive times and passes it to Player B. 

Player B catches the ball and taps it back with the backhand 3 consecutive times. They 
continue for 20 rallies. 

2. Same as above, but the players take the ball after 2 consecutive taps for 20 rallies. 
3. Same as above, but the players alternate forehands and backhands for 20 rallies. 
 
 

FROM INDIVIDUAL TO GROUP ACTIVITIES 

 
Objective: To improve racquet and ball control and to evolve from individual to collaborative 
activities. NOTE: This initial collection of games can be used as part of the Warm-up section of 
the Lessons as well.  

Instruments: Racquets, balls, obstacles, dividing lines. 

Organization and Teaching Cues: 

• The whole group plays with these challenges, progressing from individual activities to 
collaboration.  

• The teaching orientation is Exploration. The students face the challenges and explore their 
skills.  

• The duration of the games is limited and the teacher monitors the performance and the 
engagement of the entire group rather than the technique.  

• The scoring of the games is irrelevant. The level of enthusiasm through the lesson is the 
real measure of success, as well as the questions asked and the growing interest in playing 
more after school. 

Exercises:  

"We juggle the ball on the spot and moving” 

The ball bounces off the racquet and goes up to eye level, less high, higher, a little higher each 
time, the highest possible. 

Variations, always tapping the ball up on the racquet: 

• follow a friend: walking, running, on one foot, jumping with both feet together. 

• follow a path on the ground (lines, ropes ...); 

• follow a slalom course: benches, beam, hoops 

• go up and down steps: moving forward, backward. 

 

"We bounce the ball on the ground” 

• forehand, backhand; 

• on the spot by turning on oneself, advancing, retreating, chasing each other 

• following a line; 

• as high as possible, as close possible from the ground, as quickly as possible 
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"We juggle and react to signals” 

We walk separately from each other while the ball rebounds on the forehand side of the racquet. 

• At the 1st signal from the teacher: we tap the ball on the backhand side. 

• At the 2nd signal: we stop walking but the ball still bounces on the racquet. 

• At the 3rd signal: the ball comes to rest on the racquet and we sit down on the floor. 

 

“We balance the ball on the racquet (on the spot and on the move)” 

• Step 1: The racquet goes up and down holding the ball on the strings and the arm moves as 
far away from the body as possible. 

• Step 2: The ball rolls on the racquet: 

• on the forehand and then on the backhand  

• we hold the racquet with our right hand and then switch to our left hand 

• we exchange racquets with another student (the ball is always stationary on the strings). 

 

"The waiters' race” 

Go as fast as possible from one playing area to another 

• the ball always remains on top of the racquet; 

• the ball is always bouncing; 

• at a signal, we stop, we take a turn on around ourselves and kneel. . 

Variations: 

• we travel the distance in as few steps as possible; 

• we cover the distance in as few ball bounces as possible; 

• we create an obstacles course and sort them out 

• two players run together with one ball: at a signal, Player A taps the ball to Player B – they 
exchange the ball after 5 to 10 bounces on their own racquets. 

 

"Play cat" 

• Play on a limited area of 26 x 26 feet 

• All the students juggle the ball and their racquet. One of them is the cat and must try to 
touch the other students without letting his ball fall off the racquet. Whoever loses control of 
the ball becomes the cat. 

Variation:  everyone has their free hand behind their back and the “cat” intimidates everyone 
without touching them. Whoever loses control of the ball leaves the game for a moment.  

 

"Facing the wall and creating challenges” 

• Hit 5, 10, X number of forehands or backhands 

• Hit 10 times in a row, alternating forehand and backhand, and never more than twice in a 
row in the same way. 

• Write numbers with chalk on the wall (1,2,3,4) and the letters A and B on the floor (A and B 
being the rebound zones) Make connections between the numbers on the wall and the 
letters on the floor.  Examples of connections: 1A, 2B; 3B, 4A, etc. 
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Variations: 

• From A, we only target boxes with even numbers. 

• Score 9 points in 4 times with rebounds in B. 

 

"Alone against all" 

• Play in a limited area of 32 x 32 feet 

• Place an elastic, line or rope above one side of the area. The obstacle can also be a fence. 

• Player A throws the ball with the racquet over the elastic, rope or obstacle. A group of 4 to 6 
players are goalkeepers. 

• Player A obtains a number of points equal to the number of rebounds inside the playing 
area. The goalkeeper players must immobilize the ball on their racquet to neutralize Player’s 
A shot. 

• Player A makes 5 throws in a row and switches places with one of the goalkeeper players. 
They all keep their own score to compare after the first group rotation. 

 

The chain, 

• A basket or box containing 10 balls. 

• A team of 5 to 6 players, each in a zone of the playing area 

• Player A sends the ball to Player B who must control it with the racquet and pass it on to the 
next player without using the hand. 

• The number of rebounds on the ground is unlimited, but the ball is lost as soon as it rolls 

over the ground.  

• The last player of the chain immobilizes the ball on his racquet and places it in a basket or 
box at the end. 

Variation: the teacher can organize several teams competing simultaneously and ask each one 
to count the total number of rebounds on the ground or the number of balls sent to each basket. 
The competition can run by time as well, to speed up the passes. 

 

The Caged Tiger gets the Ball 

• Objective: Stroke precision and Reaction Time 

• Equipment: Hoops 

• Divide the group into teams of four students: one hitter, two hoop holders and one catcher. 
The playing area is approximately 8 x 6 steps. The catcher stands safely against a wall or 
fence. 

• The hoop holders hold one or two hoops each at a height of their choice. The hitter taps a 
forehand through one of the hoops to his companions. The catcher (the caged tiger) catches 
the ball from other side with the racquet or hands and returns it to the hitter through the 
hoops, above or below them. The hoop holders can vary the heights of the rings through 
which the balls pass. They switch roles after 5 consecutive shots. The hitter counts hoop 
shots and the catcher counts catches. 
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FROM COOPERATION TO OPPOSITION 

 

Objective: To improve racquet and ball control and to evolve from collaborative to competitive 
activities 

Instruments: Racquets, balls, obstacles, dividing lines. 

Organization and Teaching Cues: 

• The following situations are examples of creative possibilities that can stimulate students to 
free themselves from a rigid concept of Tennis and enjoy exploring its most essential 
elements, without the constraints of rules or the perceptions of adults.  

• They can be explored and applied according to the situation of each school, group, playing 
area and engagement needs of the lesson.  

 

SITUATION 1: Feed and Catch 

Objective: control of the stroke 

• Two students (Players A and B), a racquet, a ball and safe space. 

• Player A feeds the ball to Player B by hand 

• Player B hits the ball after the bounce. Player A must catch the ball. (If this is too difficult, 
Player A can use the racquet to stop the ball before catching it) 

Variations for Player A: 

• take a step back after each throw; 

• catch the ball before the bounce (with both hands, then the only the right hand, then only 
left hand); 

• return the ball as quickly as possible, first to the forehand of Player B, then to the backhand. 

Switch roles after 5 to 10 hits each.   

Variations for Player B: 

• stop at the contact point 

• hit as soon as possible, as late as possible, before the bounce (volley) 

• hit when the ball is high 

• hit as late as possible after the bounce 

Variations for Both Players: 

• Player A throws the ball by hand; 

• Player B turns around, not facing Player A (standing or sitting); 

• Player B’s racquet is placed on a chair, or on the ground.  

• Player B only moves at the signal given by Player A and as late as possible and grabs the 
racquet to hit the ball. 
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SITUATION 2: Target Practice 

Objective: Stroke precision 

• direction of the ball 

• graduation of the stroke’s strength 

Requirements: 

• 2 students 

• 1 ball 

• 2 racquets 

• 2 lines or targets on the ground in front of each player 

Each player must send the ball as close as possible to the opponent’s line. 

Variations: limit the playing area 

• to a corridor or narrow space; 

• to a hoop in the middle of the lines. 

 

SITUATION 3: Height Complications 

Objective: mastery of trajectories 

• continuation of Situation 2 

• introduction of the obstacle: the net (3.5 feet or less) – made of string, rope, ribbon, cable, 
etc. and attached to poles, ladders, etc. 

• after some time, vary the height of the net from 3.5 feet to 7 feet to force the students to 
proceed to different racquet angles. 

Variations: 

Two Strings or Ropes: 

• the ball must pass between the two strings or ropes, one at 3.5 feet and the other one at 7 
feet. 

"No Trespassing” 

• the ball must not pass between the two strings or ropes.  

"Create a dead zone": 

• eliminate the lower net (at 3.5 feet) 

• tie two ribbons, cloth or other market to the net/string to create a central area of 
approximately 2 feet. 

• no ball should pass through the central zone (the dead zone). 

Note: challenge students to play in the most varied dimensions to find a constant adaptation to 
different situations 
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SITUATION 4 – The Forbidden Zones 

Objective: Hand-eye coordination plus feet 

• the ball must not bounce in zones decided by the students 

• the ball and the player do not have the right to enter the zones marked by the students 

Variations: 

• the ball can bounce anywhere but the player must have at least one foot in a zone when 
hitting the ball 

• The teacher can increase the number of zones in the last case or, better, invite the students 
to determine the number of zones themselves 

 

SITUATION 5 – The simple merry-go-round 

Objective: getting organized to play with more players 

• A student alone (Player 1) faces across the net a group of five students, numbered from 2 to 
6. 

• Player 2 hits the ball and goes to back of the line, in the last position.  

• Player 1 (alone) returns the ball, which is returned by Player 3, who in turn goes to the back 
of the line. Any player hitting in line who loses the point stands aside for a moment, which 
forces the remaining players to play faster rotations.  

• The last remaining player becomes Player 1 and a new rotation starts. 

 

SITUATION 6 – The double merry-go-round 

Objective: collective tactical development 

Same playing principle as in Situation 7 (Simple merry-go-round) but two teams clash. 

• Two teams of 5 to 6 players each facing each other across the net. 

• Player 1 has a line of players behind him or her. 

• Player 1 on Team A taps the ball to Player 1 of Team B across the net and goes to the back 
of the line. Any player hitting in line who loses the point stands aside for a moment, which 
forces the remaining players to play faster rotations.  

• The last remaining player becomes Player 1 and a new rotation starts. 
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SITUATION 7 – Intentional Challenges 

Objective: Students become aware of the play area and its three components: baseline (width); 
depth and height of the net. 

 

First set of instructions: 

• Court Diagram 1 above: the playing area has a net, a central obstacle or a dead zone area. 
The students can determine the size of the playing area. The teacher can suggest an area 
36 feet long and 18 feet wide, with a net that is 2-foot-9 (minimum height). 

• Two players without a racket and facing each other across the net or dead zone area. 

• Player A throws the ball over the net; Player B catches it and returns it as quickly as 
possible (preferably before two bounces). Both players try to bounce the ball all over the 
playing area, varying the height and depth of their throws.  

Second, second set of instructions: 

Objective: play with an intention; create playing challenges from a grid of the ground (Examples: 
Diagrams 2 – 3 and 4). 

• Two players (Players A and B) have a racquet 

• Player A proposes to send successively the ball in boxes 1, 5, 3, 4: 

• Initially, Player B joins forces and returns the ball better possible to help his partner; 

• At a second stage, Player B opposes the fulfillment of his opponent's contract. 

Additional challenges: 

• 2 successive hits in the same box; 

• only play the even boxes; 

• achieve 15 points in 5 hits (3+3+3+4+2); 
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SITUATION 8 – Breaking Stereotypes  

Objective: to adapt to all shapes of playing areas. 

• This is an opportunity to give students creative license to free themselves from the typical 
shapes of sports: square, rectangle and circle. It’s challenging to invite them to play in 
irregular areas (without exaggeration), such as the proposed Diagrams 5 – 6 – 7 and 8 
above. 

• The teacher can use this situation during PLAY TENNIS and Instant Competition, 
challenging the students to perform a lesson activity in an area shaped anyway they want.  

 

Situation 9 – Exploring collaboration for playing Doubles 
Objective: To explore collaboration and positioning in doubles 

• Doubles teams (pairs) against each other (four students per playing area with an obstacle) 

• Teams: Players A and C against Players B and D. 

• Define a playing area with an obstacle in the middle, providing safe space for 4 students 
Exercise: 

• Step 1: Player A taps the ball to Player B, who returns it to C, who returns it to D. They keep 
the rally going, hitting one player at a time, for 20 shots in a row with only 3 mistakes 
allowed. 

• Step 2: Player A starts the rally with a high shot over the obstacle. All players hit high over 
the obstacle and accommodate their position to keep the rally going for 20 shots with only 3 
mistakes.  

• Step 3: Each player gets to start the rally in in the order of A-B-C-D with a mini-serve (or 
underhand forehand if it’s too difficult). After 2 shots in a row, any of the players can try to 
intercept the high ball with a volley and try to win the point. They keep rotating serves and 
playing points to 7, 11 or 15 points.  

 
 
Situation 10 – Dingles: Improving reaction time for Doubles 
Objective: To explore collaboration, positioning and reaction time in doubles 
Exercise: 

• Players will start on the baseline where they will start with a simultaneous "singles" point by 
feeding a ball to the opposite crosscourt. Two balls are now in play.  

• Keep the rally going until one player misses at which point they yell out "Dingles!" Then, the 
remaining ball that is still in play turns into a doubles point with all four players participating 
until the point is over. Once a team gets to five points, rotate teams and keep it going. 

• Variation: a team only earns a point if they "win both balls" by winning the singles AND 
doubles points.  
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LARGE GROUP GAMES 

 

Hand Tennis (4 to 8 players): 
Objective: Hand-eye coordination and learn tennis scoring 
Equipment: Students play as a team game and without racquets.  
Exercise: 

• One player throws the ball from behind a designated line or area and the opposing team 
must catch the ball after one bounce. Students then throw the ball back across the net and 
the rally develops. 

• If the ball is caught before it bounces, they may throw the ball overarm if it is caught after 
one bounce, they must throw it under-arm. The ball may only bounce once. Score as in 
tennis: 0-0; 15-0; 30-0; 40-0; Deuce (win by two point difference) and Game – or up to 7, 11 
or 15 points. 
 

Around the World (8 to 24 players) 
Objective: Control of groundstrokes and speed 
Equipment: One ball and each player requires a racquet. The teacher feeds balls from the side.  
Exercise: 

• Divide the group into 2 teams. The teams line up on either side of an obstacle or net. The 
teacher can feed balls from one side, at the dividing obstacle or net.  

• The rally starts and after each hit the players must run to the opposite side of the court to 
join the line on the other side of the court. A number of "lives" are be given to each player, 
which will be deducted if they miss their shot. With three outs, he drops out of the game.  

• When there are only 2 players left in the game, they play a best-of-3-point final. Instead of 
running around the court after hitting the ball, they must put their racquet on the floor, spin 
round and pick the racquet up for the next shot, until one of them reaches 3 points. 

Teaching Cues: 

• Players must always run to their right. The line of waiting players must stand safely against a 

wall or fence and away from the hitter. 

• When a player misses, the teacher feed the next ball to the player to whom the missed shot 

was supposed to go. Make sure the running path is free of obstructions and loose balls. 

 

Volleyball Tennis (4 to 16 students per court) 
Objective: Control of groundstrokes and collaboration 
Equipment: Each player has a racquet. One to three balls per game.  
Exercise: 

• Two teams of 8 players each per court. They can stand anywhere. 

• The ball must be shared among 3 players of the same team before going over the net. 
Teams win the point when the ball bounces twice in the opposite side. 

• They can play to 11, 15 or 21 points.  

• Variation: Reduce the number of players to 4 per team. 
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Baseball Tennis (8 to 18 students) 
Objective: Control of groundstrokes (direction, height) and running. 
Equipment: One racquet and one ball.  
Before You Start: 

• Have bases or cones, tennis balls and a tennis/racquetball racket on hand.   

• Divide players into two teams. 

• Teach the rules of the game and ask the students to explain them back to you. 

• Review the concepts of baseball that you are reinforcing through this game. 

• Demonstrate the skills needed. 

• Set up a typical baseball diamond with four bases--first, second, third and home plate. 

Exercise:  

• Divide the group into two teams and use the entire playing area. One team will be the 
"batters" and the others will be the "fielders". The fielding team gets distributed in their 
positions; everyone is in the field, distributed safely. 

• The teacher should always be “the pitcher” and control the play of the game: Play starts 
when you throw the ball underhand towards home plate.  Play stops when the ball is 
returned back to you. 

• The batters hit whichever stroke the teacher selects (forehand or backhand) and hit the ball 
into the court without the fielders catching it. lf their ball is caught off the air they are out. If 
not, they go to the first base. Taking turns, the batters continue to bat until they are all out.  

• Runs are scored every time someone makes a complete circle around the 4 bases. 

• Teams switch places when the full team has taken a turn at batting, or a time limit is reached 
or a certain number of outs are scored. 

 
Triangles (6-12 students per court) 
Objective: develop quicker reactions and alertness at the net. 
Exercise: 

• Players are divided into two teams (usually between 3-6 players per team). Each side forms 
a triangle with one person at the net and two people at the corners of the baseline. Extra 
players wait at the back fence to fill in from the baseline after each point.  

• The ball is fed into play and the point is played out. After each point, teams rotate clockwise. 
The first team to 11 wins the game.  

 
Challenge the Champions (10-20 students per court) 
Objective: reaction time and tactical anticipation 
Exercise: 

• A doubles team (champions) is placed on one baseline or the end of the playing area. All 
other players line up at the net post (or central divider) with a partner. The teacher begins 
each point with a high lob to the open court. The first team at the net post must chase down 
the lob (letting it bounce) and play out the point against the champion team.  

• If the challenging team wins, they run over to replace the champions while a new ball is fed 
high into the air to the next challenging team. If a challenging team loses the point, they 
quickly go to the end of the line and the next team of challengers comes in to play out the 
lob. Whoever is left in the champion position after a designated number of points is played 
wins the game. 
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Swished (10-20 students per court) 
Objective: Tactical awareness based on limited options 
Exercise: 

• Players are divided into two teams and line up on opposite baselines. The first person from 
one team plays a point against the first person from the other team. The side that wins the 
point gets to add another player onto the court and challenges a new player on the other 
team (thus, it becomes 2 vs. 1, doubles boundaries vs. singles boundaries). The goal is to 
get six players onto the court without losing a point to win the game.  

• If a team loses a point against a single player from the other side, the team is wiped out 
(swished) and the other side gets to add a player. This game usually seesaws back and 
forth with teams adding players and then getting wiped out.  

• This game is effective for extra large groups of 10 – 30 people per court. If singles points are 
not desired or team size is very large, points can begin with a minimum of two players on 
each side.  

• Note: Always start the ball from the side with the fewer number of players in the game and 
be sure players maintain their batting order and the safety of those waiting to play.  
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PLAY TENNIS AND FITNESS GAMES 
 

Use these games individually or as Stations that increase the energy shape of a lesson.  

Fluid Swings Swing-Throw Ball 
Using a playground ball and a rope or string as a net, students throw the ball 
back and forth using two hands and a release from the side. The rotation will be 
similar as when hitting a forehand and backhand. You can allow multiple 
bounces if necessary, or limit it to 3 bounces maximum. As they improve, they 
can throw the ball alternating sides to practice swing rotations. 

Groundstrokes 
and Volleys 

The Conveyor Belt (Teams of 6 to 8 students) 
Two teams of 6 to 8 players stand on opposite sides of the net. One side hits 
forehands or backhands and the other one volleys. They hit one stroke each 
and run to the back of the line. They must keep the rally going without 
interruptions. The team that hits the most number of strokes with before they 
make 3 mistakes wins. They switch strokes and play another game. 

Footwork and 
Visualization 

Shadow Tennis (Imaginary Tennis) 
Ask the students to create safe space around themselves, individually. They 
don’t need a racquet or balls. Show them how they must hit five consecutive 
strokes (forehands and backhands) and finish at an imaginary net position to 
win the point (with a volley or smash). They walk back to the “baseline” or their 
starting point and they repeat the sequence for a total of 7 points (or a total of 2 
tennis games, one serving and one receiving).  

Running and 
Precision 

Around the World (8 to 24 players) 
The teacher feeds balls from the side.  Divide the group into 2 teams. The 
teams line up on either side of an obstacle or net. The teacher can feed balls 
from one side, at the dividing obstacle or net.  The rally starts and after each hit 
the players must run to the opposite side of the court to join the line on the 
other side of the court. A number of "lives" are be given to each player, which 
will be deducted if they miss their shot. With three outs, he drops out of the 
game.  When there are only 2 players left in the game, they play a best-of-3-
point final. Instead of running around the court after hitting the ball, they must 
put their racquet on the floor, spin round and pick the racquet up for the next 
shot, until one of them reaches 3 points. 

Footwork Speed Spider Run 
Place a racquet in the center of a square area with 8 balls on its strings. Each 
student has to place each of the balls on the four sides of the square as fast as 
possible and return them to the center of the racquet. The winner is the fastest 
and more precise runner. The teacher or a student can time each runner.  

Reaction Time The Caged Tiger gets the Ball (Teams of 4 students) 
Objective: Stroke precision and Reaction Time 
Divide the group into teams of four students: one hitter, two hoop holders and 
one catcher. The playing area is approximately 8 x 6 steps. The catcher stands 
safely against a wall or fence. 
The hoop holders hold one or two hoops each at a height of their choice. The 
hitter taps a forehand through one of the hoops to his companions. The catcher 
(the caged tiger) catches the ball from other side with the racquet or hands and 
returns it to the hitter through the hoops, above or below them. The hoop 
holders can vary the height of the rings. They switch roles after 5 consecutive 
shots. The hitter counts hoop shots and the catcher counts catches. 
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FITNESS EXERCISES FOR GAME STATIONS 

The PE Teacher can add some of these exercises to game rotations and avoid inactivity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Download the poster here 

  

https://physedreview.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/0/8/13083192/blank_4.pdf
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

ABOUT THE BJK EYE COACH 

The quest to find a system and product that would allow tennis 
players to rapidly reach their potential began in the 1970’s with 
Lenny Schloss, a former NCAA All-American and top ten US 
ranked pro tour player. This search lead Lenny to the Wilmer 
Eye Institute at Johns Hopkins University and an 
inventor/scientist from China. 

The result was the development of a cutting-edge, portable, at-
home tennis training system and product, with an industry-first, 
on-court improvement guarantee. In 2011, the Company 
achieved another milestone when Billie Jean King came on 
board as a partner. 

The basic concept behind Billie Jean King’s Eye Coach lies within the eye-connection part of 
“eye-hand coordination”. This is the crucial last three feet before and during contact with the 
ball. This micro-second time frame is especially challenging. Over stress in the brain is inherent 
at this Point of Contact and what really occurs here is too fast for coaches to “see” and players 
to correct.  

The athlete’s eye is pulled off the ball and their natural timing is blocked. The result is that 
learning and improving are slowed and mishits are the norm (i.e. the athlete’s execution falters 
at every level). 

This crucial breakthrough led to the development of a revolutionary brain training system that 
applies to all ball-striking sports (tennis, golf, baseball, soccer, hockey, etc.). The system 
automatically reduces the excess stress in the brain at the point of contact so the eye can 
naturally stay on the ball just like the pros. 

When the system is used with a point of contact training product, the simulated ball striking 
repetitions automatically unblock, restore, reinforce, and strengthen basic, innate athletic skills 
that are ingrained in every human brain. The results are life changing because the learning 
curve shortens dramatically. In fact, Billie Jean attributes much of her personal exceptional 
success (39 grand slam titles) to focusing better on the point of contact than most of her 
competitors. 

More information at the Billie Jean King’s Eye Coach website 

 

  

https://www.theeyecoach.com/
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REWARDS FOR STUDENTS 

 

CELEBRATIONS: The Most Important Rewards in PLAY TENNIS 

• Intrinsic motivation is the commitment generated by enjoyment and satisfaction. Intrinsic 
motivators include compelling goals, positive beliefs, and productive emotions.  

• Extrinsic motivation involves rewards such as stickers, grades, awards and prizes. 

• Creating learning experiences in which students celebrate individual and group achievement 
can replace external reward systems and foster an internal desire to play tennis together.  

• PE Teachers can create opportunities to notice and celebrate engagement and 
success, which promote intrinsic motivation, as well as helping students track their progress 
in visible, tangible ways.  

• Specific ways of celebrating evidence of progress with students are: 

• Discussing the benefits of reaching learning goals, as well as connecting their 
learning experiences with their lives (benefits as athletes and students) 

• Taking on a challenge without an external reward and succeeding 

• Inviting students to set goals and the criteria for success during tasks and games  

• Promoting autonomy and self-feedback within the games, providing evidence of 
success and mastery foster internal motivation (overcoming and completing). 
Example: the PE Teacher can set up a video channel and encourage students to 
post short videos of their mastery of PLAY TENNIS skills and challenges, 
individually, in pairs and in groups.  

• Asking students to decide what kind of individual and group celebrations they want to 
have for a job well done (what is meaningful, what is inspiring, what helps us all). 

 

SHARED MERIT - The Tickets Rewards Program  

The Ticket Rewards Program is an incentive program developed and applied by Luis Mediero, 
tennis entrepreneur from Madrid, Spain.  It rewards participation in PLAY TENNIS and 
dedication by collaborating with retailers and sponsors in the community served by the school.   

The Ticket Rewards Program works as follows: 

• Ask sponsors to sign up, providing prizes for students. Their names and brands can be 
posted on a web page, or wherever is authorized by the school.  

• The maximum of sponsors is 8 (eight), renewable every quarter. Every sponsor 
donates 5 small prizes (Total per quarter= 40 prizes).   

• In addition, sponsors can donate 1 (one) bigger prize every quarter as a more 
exciting incentive for deserving students or the class (Total per quarter = 8 prizes) 

• Print or purchase a minimum of 2,000 thousand tickets per quarter with matching 
numbers in the stub and take-away portion. The names of the sponsors are printed on 
the tickets. Printing costs are shared among the 8 sponsors.   

• PE Teachers can reward students for specific merits, such as reaching goals, 
improvement and positive behaviors by giving them 5 (five) tickets at a time. (Not one, 
three or six – five tickets – which they must keep and collect.).  

• The students can be invited to decide and design the criteria for deserving the 5 
tickets from the PE Teacher.  
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• Every 6 weeks organize a raffle at the school.  Students and their parents collect the 
tickets and attend a designated meeting or function in which the list of prizes is posted. The 
prizes can be collected at the stores, increasing foot traffic (and sales) for the sponsors.  

• Every 3 months, award bigger prizes in another raffle. The entire class and/or the school 
can get rewards for the students’ engagement in PLAY TENNIS. The tracking and points 
system can be designed using data such as attendance, energy output, and challenges’ 
results (with video documentation).  

For the sponsors, the Tickets Rewards Program can measure their return on investment. This 
promotion can have an impact on sales and community relations, which can secure future 
sponsors' collaboration. 

For the students, the most important aspect is to experience positive feelings by connecting 
with others, creating a sense of belonging, setting goals, practicing and achieving success. This 
approach allows the entire class (and the school) to be rewarded by their engagement in the 
PHIT AMERICA Tennis in School program 

 

SHARED ENGAGEMENT: Tennis Class of the Week 

• Purpose: To reinforce and encourage students/classes to engage in the challenges 
set by the PE Teacher for the PLAY TENNIS lessons. (This approach can be tied to the 
Tickets Rewards Program). 

• Develop a point system for determining the Class of the Week. For example, give 5 
points (or tickets) per class per PLAY TENNIS challenge or task area. An example would be 
participation. If everyone participates, the class would receive 5 points or tickets for that day 
in the area of participation.  

• Determine how many challenges and tasks can be included. At the end of the week, the 
class with the most points earns Class of the Week status. 

• Each class is represented on the bulletin board. Every time they win "Class of the 
Week", they move up one space or “court.” For the top class (or classes) at the end of a 
semester, reward them points, tickets – or with something special, such as tennis lessons, 
tennis clinics, meet a local tennis pro (live or online), sponsors’ gifts and professional tennis 
trips.  

 

BLANK FORMS FOR PE TEACHERS 

Below, we have included blank forms for PE Teachers to print and adapt as necessary: 

1. Clock face diagram (Right-handed players)  

2. Clock-face diagram (Left-handed players)  

3. Blank Lesson Plan form for handwritten notes  
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LESSON PLAN FORM 

Lesson #        - Theme: Lesson Topic:  
Grade Level: Elementary School  Lesson Length:     minutes 
Learning Outcomes: 
 

Lesson Objectives: 
 
 
 
 
 

Equipment Needed: 
 
 
Safety Considerations: 
 
Review Technique Progressions Video:  
 
Warm-up Duration:     minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 
 
 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Teaching Cues: 
 
 
 
Activity 1 Duration:      minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 
 
 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Teaching Cues: 
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Activity 2 Duration:     minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 
 
 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Teaching Cues: 
 
 
 
Activity 3 Duration:     minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 

 

 

Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Teaching Cues: 
 
 
 
 
Activity 4 Duration:     minutes 
Group and Equipment Organization: 
 
 
Skills and Activity Progression: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Teaching Cues: 
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CLOSING: Duration:     minutes 
Questions: 

Practice on Your Own:  

Challenge:  

Promote the Next Lesson:  

 

ADDITIONAL NOTES: 

 

 

 

REWARDS:  
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USTA TENNIS SKILLS LEVELS (FOR REFERENCE ONLY) 

 

These are the different levels of tennis currently available, according to the USTA parameters: 

 

RED LEVEL 

Red tennis is named after the red foam or felt balls that are used at this stage. Red tennis balls 
bounce lower and move more slowly through the air, giving beginning players a chance to set 
up and take a good swing at the ball. Courts at this level are 36 feet long and 18 feet wide, with 
a net that is 2-foot-9. 
  

ORANGE LEVEL 

Once comfortable at the Red level, players graduate to playing at the Orange level. Orange felt 
balls bounce higher and move faster than the Red felt or foam balls but lower and slower than 
the Green ball. They are a step toward the traditional yellow tennis ball while still remaining fun 
and manageable for players learning the game. Courts at this level are 60 feet by 21 feet for 
singles and 60 feet by 27 feet for doubles. The net is 3 feet at the center and 3-foot-6 at the net 
posts. 
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GREEN LEVEL 

After Orange, the next level is Green. The Green ball is very similar to the traditional yellow 
tennis ball but with a slightly lower compression so it rebounds lower off the court after a 
bounce. The Green court is the same dimension as the traditional Yellow court: 78 feet by 27 
feet for singles and 78 feet by 36 feet for doubles. The net is 3 feet at the center and 3-foot-6 at 
the net posts. 

 

YELLOW LEVEL 

The Yellow level is what most people know as traditional tennis. The balls, courts and racquets 
at this level are used in the majority of adult matches and at the professional level. That means 
the court size is the same as at the green level: 78 feet by 27 feet for singles and 78 feet by 36 
feet for doubles, with a net that is 3 feet at the center and 3-foot-6 at the net posts. 

 Source: USTA Website 
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TENNIS SKILLS DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES 

 

These skills will launch a child into athletic competence, social acceptance and long-term sports 
participation. The following description is provided as a reference only.  

Sequence and order of Tennis Skills Development: 

• Fundamental movement skills 

• Coordination and balance 

• Perception, reaction and reception skills 

• Technical skill 

• Tactical development 

• Cognitive development 

 
THE USTA AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT MODEL (ADM)  

• The United States Tennis Association (USTA) is the national governing body for the sport of 
tennis and the recognized leader in promoting and developing the sport's growth on every 
level in the U.S. 

 

• The American Development Model (ADM) is a concerted effort between the United States 
Olympic & Paralympic Committee (USOPC), and its 50 National Governing Bodies to apply 
long-term athlete development principles in a way that resonates with the culture of sport in 
the United States. 

 

• Designed to establish fun and positive experiences for tennis players, the USTA’s ADM 
offers a comprehensive framework for providers, coaches, athletes, and parents. By growing 
friendships, improving skills, and maximizing the potential of players at all levels, this 
framework will keep more tennis participants playing our sport for a lifetime. 

 

• The PHIT AMERICA Tennis in Schools program aims to integrate its Basic Skills 
Development approach concentrated in Six Fundamental Lessons (Mini Tennis) with the 
guidelines established by the USTA for its American Development Model.  
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Under the ADM, players develop their athletic abilities across the 5 “C’s” that are 
influenced by sports science and youth development practices. 
 
Competence 

• Developmentally appropriate training and 
competition 

• Ongoing development of agility, balance, 
endurance, strength, and coordination 

• Increased awareness of injury prevention 

• Best practices of rest and recovery 

 

Confidence 

• Emphasize physical education/skill 
development, and developmentally 
appropriate play and 

• competition 

• Participate in a fun, challenging, 
structured, and continuous training and 
competition program 

• Help players define success as more than 
wins 

• Use multiple-sport experiences for cross-
sport development 

• Ask kids what they want to do 
 
Character 

• Emphasize 100% effort and love of the 
game 

• Develop a sense of intrinsic motivation 

• Listen to the coach and try multiple 
solutions 

• Develop a sense of 
responsibility/independence 

• Good behavior on and off the court 
 

Connection (Player, Parent, Coach) 

• Holistic approach to sport development 

• Focus on both individual and team as well 
as social aspects and fun 

• Positive approach to coaching and 
communication 

• Learn to work together with mixed 
abilities, ages, and genders 

• Incorporate character development into 
training and competition 

 
Creativity 

• Participate in multiple sports experiences 
to promote fitness, and skill development 
in a fun 

• environment 

• Encourage free play to discover new 
sport and skills 

• Provide different experiences (e.g. Field 
trips- pro events, social events, college 
matches, social 

• competitions) 

• Encourage growth mindset as learning 

• Encourage student led practice and play 
to foster new solutions and ideas 

 

 

Source: USTA.com - ADM 

  

https://www.usta.com/en/home/play/american-development-model.html
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BASIC TENNIS TERMINOLOGY 

Common Tennis Terms 

Areas of the tennis court 
• Baseline - This is where you'll hit your groundstrokes and serve. It's the line that runs 

parallel to the net at the back of the court, farthest from the net and closest to the back 
fence or wall. This back line is your baseline. Anything that lands inside the baseline is 
considered good, and shots that land behind it are out. It's also important to note that for 
tennis, shots that land on the line are good. 

• Service line - The line in the middle of the court that runs parallel to the net. Serves will 
need to land in front of that line to be called good, and this is also the area of the court 
where you'll hit most of your volleys. 

• Doubles alley - On the court, there are two lines that run perpendicularly to the net. The 
space between those lines is called the doubles alley. When you're playing singles one-
on-one, shots that land in the doubles alley are out. When you are playing doubles with 
teams of two playing against each other, players can use the doubles alley. The doubles 
alley widens the court since there are four players instead of two. 

• Deuce side - You'll notice a small hash mark at the center of the baseline. This splits the 
court into two sides. The deuce side is on the right side when you're facing the net. This 
is the side you start each game. 

• Ad side - The ad side is the left side. After you playing point on the deuce side, you 
switch and serve from the ad side. You continue switching from deuce to ad until the 
game is over. 

 

Strokes and Playing Situations 
• Serve (Service) - Each player gets two chances to make a serve. As mentioned, you 

begin serving from the deuce side. You serve at a diagonal into the small box on the 
other side of the net. For a serve to be in, it must clear the net without touching and land 
in the service box. 

• Fault - If you miss a serve, it is called a fault. 
• Double fault - As mentioned, each server gets two chances to make a serve for each 

point. If you miss both serves, you have double faulted. 
• Let - Serves must clear the net and land in the service box to be considered in play. If a 

serve hits the net but lands inside the service box, it is called a let, and the server 
replays that serve. 

• Groundstrokes - These are the shots that you hit from the baseline. There are two 
kinds of groundstrokes -- the forehand and backhand. A forehand is hit on your dominant 
side. A backhand is on the non-dominant side. Forehands are typically hit with one hand, 
but backhands can be hit either with one or two hands on the handle. 

• Volley - The volley is the shot that is hit closer to the net, typically out of the air. 
• Lob –  A high ball over the net and a player’s head 
• Overhead - When you are standing closer to the net, sometimes a player will hit the ball 

high over your head. When you swing to hit that ball, you're hitting an overhead. 

Source: Tennis Warehouse Learning Center Online 
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT REFERENCES 

 

• Carlos Salum – Prof. Enrique Pisani – Pilot Certification Program for Teaching Tennis in 
Schools with the endorsement of the National Ministry of Education and the Argentine 
Catholic University Sports Division (1983) Results published in Stadium Magazine in 
1983/1984 – Buenos Aires, Argentina. 

 

• Carlos Salum – Mike Barrell – Year-round Tennis Teaching Program for Schoolchildren at 
Match Point Tennis Club, Southampton, England (1993-1995). Schoolchildren under 12 had 
free membership at the club and could qualify for the Elite Players Academy.  

 

• PTR – Dennis van der Meer – The Graduated Length Method for Mini-Tennis Instruction. 
 

• USTA – Net Generation and ADM Tennis Development Programs. 
 

• German Tennis Federation – Richard Schonborn, Director of Development – Mini-Tennis 
Skills Development Program.  

 

• Education Physique et Sports Magazine (EPS), France – Mini-Tennis in Schools, 
curriculum for PE Teachers. 

 

• Swedish Tennis Federation – Leif Dahlgren, Director of Education – The Way to Play – 
The Swedish approach to Mini-Tennis and its application to Schools. 

 

• Arthur Ashe, Leif & Chris Beck – National Junior Tennis League (NJTL), USA – Instant 
Competition as an inductive entry to instruction  

 

• Argentine and Mexican Tennis Federation - Fernando Segal – Nationwide Mini-Tennis 
Program for Schoolchildren (sponsored by Coca-Cola in Argentina, $1M endowment).  

 

• LTA – UK – Short Tennis/Mini-Tennis LTA Program  
 

• Judy Murray – Tennis Scotland – Scotland’s Tennis Development Program in Schools.  
 

• PTR UK – Adrian Rattenbury, England – Games for Schoolchildren. 
 

• Norwegian Tennis Federation – Oivind Sorvald, Director of Education – Mini-Tennis. 
 

• RPT Spain - Luis Mediero, President– Incentives for Schoolchildren (The Tickets System). 
 

• Le Pleiadi Tennis Club, Torino, Italy – Mini-Tennis for schools programs in Piemonte 
 

• Austrian Tennis Federation – Michael Ebert, Director of National Kids Development 
 

• Tennis Warehouse Learning Center Online – Tennis Terminology.  
 

• Dr. Jack Groppel – USTA.com – Health Benefits of Tennis.   
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ABOUT CARLOS SALUM 

 

Carlos Salum is the founder and president of Salum International 
Resources, Inc., a Leadership Performance Strategy consultancy 
in Charlotte, NC.  

Since 1993, he advises leaders of multinational corporations 
based in four continents on how to obtain Breakthrough results 
using his Performance Architecture process, which is also 
utilized by world-class athletes and sports teams.   

His corporate clients have headquarters in four continents and 
belong to the banking, wealth management, diplomacy, 

technology, insurance, medical, IT, media, leadership consulting and sports management 
industries, among others. 

Salum is the author of “The Glass is Full and a Half,” a memoir that describes how his clients 
design breakthrough achievements with confidence and consistency.  

He’s a PTR certified tennis teaching pro (Pro - MAP 5) since 1981 and worked with Dennis van 
der Meer in Hilton Head Island, SC and as an International Tester and TennisUniversity 
organizer in Europe and Latin America. As an educator, he developed the Tennis in Schools 
pilot program in Argentina, including a certification course for PE Teachers in 1983, conducted 
at a private university with the endorsement of the National Ministry of Education. In England, 
he implemented a free tennis program for schools that benefited thousands of children, 
conducted at Match Point Tennis Club in Southampton, and connected with a talent detection 
program and a tennis academy.  

As a Mental Toughness Training coach, he contributed to the Grand Slam victories of tennis 
legends Gabriela Sabatini (1990) and Sergi Bruguera (1993) in collaboration with world-
renowned sport psychologist Dr. James Loehr. He participated in the creation of LGE 
Saddlebrook Sport Science with Dr. Loehr, Dr. Jack Groppel and Pat Etcheberry in 1991, which 
evolved into The Human Performance Institute in Lake Nona, Florida. 

Since 2017, Salum coaches racecar champions Pietro Fittipaldi (Formula 1 Team Haas), his 
brother Enzo (Formula 2) as well as international Formula 4 and U.S. Legends champions. 
Other sports clients include athletes in tennis, basketball, triathlon, swimming and rowing. 

Salum is mentor at the leAD Sport Tech and Health Academy in Lake Nona, Florida, and is an 
advisor at the N3XT Sports consultancy in Barcelona.  

He co-created the global Innovation Challenge for the Tennis Industry Association (2017-2019) 
and participates the development of the global TBD Tennis Innovation Conference. 

Salum is also a producer with 360PowWow Sports Productions, focusing on developing 
inspirational sports films for young adults based on stories of achievement. 

Website: www.saluminternational.com  

 

http://www.saluminternational.com/
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